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1. Executive Summary
This white paper aims to present the PoliVisu visualisation results related to the policy-making process with a
focus on mobility and smart cities. This white paper dives deeper into the experiences with the used
visualisation techniques related to policy-making topics and the usages in each phase of the policy-making
cycle and process.
The PoliVisu project and this white paper can be seen in a context of government around the world that
exerted efforts to “create and institutionalize a culture of Open Government” (Nam, 2012) by embracing the
ideas of transparency, civic engagement in governance, and policy-making (Aitamurto, 2012; The White
House, 2011).
Most documents explaining visualisation techniques give insights into the do and don'ts directly related to
presenting statistical outcomes with the right type of graph and don't focus on a particular theme. There are
fewer documents describing visualisation techniques applied on smart city and mobility-related datasets that
have a time/spatial component typically. This white paper will also link the usefulness of specific visualisation
techniques related to the added value in the policy-making and experiment cycle.
The focus within the PoliVisu pilot cases is smart city and mobility oriented. Cities and urbanised regions are
willing to understand different mobility aspects such as traffic flows, the occurrence of accidents, mobility
behaviour of groups, etc. The mobility subject in PoliVisu is directly related to smart cities strategies in a
broader sense.
During the PoliVisu project, it became clear that the need for visualisations is also different related to the
policy cycle phase. The Policy Cycle plays an essential role in the Polivisu visualisation methodology.
The more than a dozen PoliVisu visualisations cover together each of the policy cycle phases (design,
implementation and evaluation). The policy cycle is further divided into ten sub-steps. Some of the
visualisations are targeting only one or a few of those sub-steps. This is especially the case for these
visualisations designed for problem setting and policy formulation. The Pilsen traffic model, including traffic
modelling and prediction used for planning and prediction, almost covers the entire policy cycle. The same is
the case for the Flanders/Mechelen school street dashboard that thanks to its pre- and post-implementation
data is useful during the policy design, implementation and evaluation phase.
PoliVisu followed an iterative approach where starting from the policy process and study of the three pilots
policy-related desires and goals along the way the link between the policy cycle, policy elements (problem,
goal, objective, strategy, action) and visualisations became more clear. This resulted in a policy visualisation
methodology that can be applied to each policy related subject where a visualisation can offer added value.
The visualisation methodology also goes beyond the "how to visualise" question by starting from the so-called
policy elements, which force the user to think about the policy question in the first place. By placing the policyoriented and data-oriented steps first, before selecting the visualisation techniques, a more comprehensive
approach is encouraged. The applicative questions about what will be used to visualise are deliberately the
second part of the methodology to not influence the first part of the visualisation methodology.
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To summarise, the PoliVisu visualisation methodology value lies in the ability to drive the involved
policymakers, data scientists and everyone involved in the co-creation process through a structured thinking
process. A well-defined and elaborated starting point, a clear visualisation goal, a method to elaborate what
visualisation is possible given the data available to realise a visualisation targeted to an audience of
policymakers, decision-makers and the public is needed. Additional functionalities and visualisation tools can
play an important role to allow users to use the visualisation optimally.
The methodology played an essential role during the project. It was used as a framework for discussion
amongst the PoliVisu partners and played a role during the co-creation with the policymakers involved during
the project. This approach was an important element to make visualisations that could also stand from an
ethical perspective, visualisations that are telling a story in a compelling and in an objective and neutral way
as possible.
Protecting privacy by using anonymised or pseudonymised data was seen as one of the most important
elements of data ethics. Along with the project, it became clear that these were not the only steps to take.
Each step of the methodology, selecting the policy element, formulating a visualisation goal, the data selection
and processing, the used visualisation techniques, and the story around the visualisation all contains elements
linked to ethics.
Most of the PoliVisu mobility and smart-city related visualisations visualises more than the usual two
dimensions. Most of the visualisations combine location and time-related data with a third dimension, for
example, traffic intensity. The visualisation of this geo-time-series data demands in many cases adding an extra
dimension to the visualisation. Three techniques turned out to be very useful.
The most straightforward technique is adding a time simulation functionality. By running through time, you
can immediately see the differences, for example, the traffic evolution during the day. A second technique is
to allow smart selections where the user can decide themselves what data he wants to filter by time, location
or other data fields. The accident map in Flanders and Pilsen allows the user to select accidents on traffic mode
or severity. A third technique is storytelling. Storytelling allows to provide more background and allows
combining evidence-based data-oriented visualisations with case studies.
An element of the Visualisation challenge is how complex visualisations can be made better understandable
for users. In PoliVisu, users are professionals, policymakers, politicians and citizens. In our search for
Visualisations that are easy to interpret, provide the right selection of information, but still Visualising rather
complex information, we are convinced that the three additional techniques as discussed in the last paragraph
are needed to provide insight. These "additional techniques" are an essential aspect of data literacy.
Three techniques were used and tested: The use of time-scroll functions to browse geo-time related
visualisations, the use of advanced selections to get a better insight into the data and storytelling to provide
additional background.
It is clear that visualising policy-related and evidence-based data is something more complicated than it looks.
Policymakers and data scientists need to be aware of the impact the data and visualisations they use to have.
Experimenting with data, testing visualisations, discussing and scrutinising if a visualisation is providing a
compelling and a truthful as possible view is essential to deserve trust from the people who will be confronted
with the outcomes of the planned policies.
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2. Introduction
The main goal of this white paper is to present the PoliVisu visualisation results related to the policy-making
process in the field of mobility and smart cities. This document dives deeper into the progressive experiences
with the used techniques related to policy-making topics and the usages in each phase of the policy-making
cycle and process. This report applies to recent trends in open data, big data, and data analytics, that have
renowned both the possibility and interest in transforming government activity, particularly in the
development of policies [Jansen & Helbig, 2019; Puron-Cid, Gil-Garcia & Luna Reyes, 2016].
The outcomes and lessons learned of the visualisations and techniques used can be applied in other policy
domains as well with some adaptation.
After this introduction, chapter three focuses on the problem definition.
Chapter four describes the methodology we used in PoliVisu to set-up policy-related visualisations. Chapter
five dives into the thematic policy-related visualisations realised and utilised during the PoliVisu project. In
chapter six, extra dimensions that can be added to increase data literacy are added. Chapter seven focuses on
the ethical dimensions of policy visualisations. Chapter eight ends this white paper with the conclusions and
lessons learned.
Chapter five follows a so-called inside-out approach, communicating the lessons learned based on the
experiences of the PoliVisu consortium.
Chapter six and seven are combining an outside-in approach based on examples outside the project combined
with lessons learned from our own experiences.
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3. Problem definition
The focus within the PoliVisu pilot cases is mobility oriented: cities and urbanised regions are willing to
understand different mobility aspects such as traffic flows, the occurrence of accidents, mobility behaviour of
groups, etc. The mobility subject in PoliVisu is directly related to smart cities strategies in a broader sense.
Many documents discuss data visualisation techniques and give insights into the do’s and don'ts. There are
fewer documents however, describing visualisation techniques applied on mobility aspects which have a
time/spatial component. This white paper will also link the usefulness of specific visualisation techniques
related to the added value in the policy-making and experiment cycle.

Figure 1: PoliVisu Policy Cycle

The Polivisu Policy Cycle phase is essential for the project. But this phase also requires its own specific
visualisation approach.
Another challenge is to visualise complex situations in such a way that the global picture is comprehensible
for users. In PoliVisu, users are professionals, policymakers, politicians but also citizens. In our search for
Visualisations that are easy to interpret, provide the right selection of information, but still visualising rather
complex information, we are convinced that the three additional techniques as discussed in the last paragraph
are needed to provide insight. These “alternative methods” are an essential aspect of data literacy. Techniques
to visualize time and place in one visualization, advanced filtering and selection, storytelling and animated
graphs were scrutinized.
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4. Approach and methodology
4.1. The polivisu inside-out & outside-in approach
The PoliVisu visualisation approach started with the research of existing visualisation techniques. Many
articles/reports are linked to statistical science and cover a broad scope of basic techniques to present data in
different kinds of graphs you can also find in a spreadsheet tool or business intelligence dashboard tool. A
good example is a course of [Klerkx, J., Duval, E., 2015], giving an overview of many visualisation techniques,
including their added value and drawbacks. Based on those examples, the use of each of the techniques for
policy-making was scrutinised. The primary source of information was various Sustainable Urban Mobility
Plans (SUMP). Some of those SUMP’s contain interesting graphs to provide insight into mobility problems and
mobility evolutions. We called this research our outside-in approach. The goal and direction of the PoliVisu
project are to go the other way around. Starting from the lessons learned of our pilot experiences combined
with the PoliVisu policy-making model, we influence the outside world. Bringing data-based policy insights to
policymakers and city users in an understandable way was one of the central questions of PoliVisu.

Figure 2: PoliVisu Inside-out - outside-in approach

4.2. PoliVisu Visualisation methodology
In our search to design visualisations and visualisation tools in support of policy-making, we have introduced
a methodology focused around visualisation goals. Our methodology and the associated terminology is largely
inspired by Designing Data Visualizations1 by Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele.
The main drivers to introduce and follow this methodology are:
1. Ensuring that meaningful results are yield for actual policy needs and questions which can be realised
by aligning specific visualisation goals to policy goals;
2. defining visualisations that fulfil these visualisation goals;
3. generating concrete functional specifications for tools that generate these visualisations;
4. identifying common requirements, synergies and overlaps in required visualisations and functional
specifications for visualisation tools.
1

Designing Data Visualizations by Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele (O’Reilly). © 2011 Julie Steele and Noah Iliinsky, 978-1-449-31228-2.
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The methodology is translated into a multi-step process. Step 1 to step 4 are focussed on defining the policy
and understanding the data involved. Step 5 and 6 are optional steps focussed on specific application
components to add rich functionalities to the visualisation.

Figure 3: PoliVisu Visualisation Methodology
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Step 1: Identify Policy Elements
The “Identify Policy Elements” will set the starting point for the visualisation clear from the start. This starting
point, called a policy element, in PoliVisu can be a problem2, a goal3, an objective4, a strategy5 or an action6.
These elements are entities from the policy domain model that require information. This requirement can be
for policy agenda setting, for policy design, for evaluating different options, for persuading policymakers or
the public, etc.
Step 2: Define the Visualisation Goal
In the second step we formulate specific visualisation goals based on the identified policy elements in step 1.
In this step, we avoid references to implementations and visualisation techniques but instead focus on what
information the visualisation should provide and what knowledge is there to be gained, rather than how the
visualisation will provide it. The visualisation goal defines what knowledge is displayed, not how it is
structured.
To set helping the visualisation goal, a set of questions has been used and tested. Six questions were
considered as most relevant in the definition process:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What information need does the visualisation fulfil?
What values and data dimensions are relevant in the visualisation context?
What relationships need to be communicated?
What action will be taken if the information required is met?
What is the intent of the visualisation (informative or persuasive)?
What is the targeted audience of the visualisation (experts, public, policymakers)?
What is the reference framework behind the visualisation (is the visualisation language in line with
size of the subject)?

2

By problem in Polivisu we refer to policy-relevant problems, considering that not all the problems experienced in
mobility are such to require a policy intervention. Policy-relevant problems are those whose conditions ask for
interventions that overcome routinary management actions. Usually, policy-relevant mobility problems are those
requiring: the creation of incentives for behavioural changes; developments of new norms and rules; implementation of
information campaign to affect the public awareness; construction of new strategic mobility infrastructures.
3
The goal of a policy is the policy purpose towards which the policy endeavour is directed; it is what you want to
accomplish in the end and specifically depends on how a problem manifests itself in a context (e.g. reduce urban center
congestion, reduce traffic related pollution,...).
4 The objective of a policy identifies the extent to which policy goals are to be achieved. Any objective is specific,
measurable, and has a defined completion date. It represents the targeted scenario of the policy initiatives (e.g. Reduce
road congestion by 25% in 10 years in the entire municipal territory).
5 A policy strategy is the broad approach identified to achieve the objective and therefore the goal. It represents one
possible pathway (e.g. make public transport cheaper) towards the solution of the problem and can be implemented
through different individual actions.
6 A policy action is one measure to implement to achieve the policy goal in coherence with the identified strategy. It
defines the operational change to be introduced in the context the policy is defined for (e.g. Introduce a Low Emission
Zone -LEZ- or Reduce public parking in the city center).
© 769608 PoliVisu Project Partners
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Step 3: Analyse the data
In this third step, that can be in parallel with the second step; we investigate the data (and data dimensions)
that are required to meet the visualisation goals.
●
●
●
●
●
●

What data is needed?
What data is available?
What is the shape of the data?
What are the main data fields (or dimensions) that need to be visualized?
What is the data source, and what is the reliability of the data?
Are there other (alternative) data sources that are relevant?

During the data analysis phase the values, relationships and structures of the data are studied to understand
what kind of data is needed and available (e.g. time series, hierarchical, ordinal, categorical, discrete or
continuous).
GO/NO GO decision
During each step can be decided to continue or stop the process. But especially after step three, an evaluation
is needed if the data is available to provide an ethical sound and truthful answer on the policy question related
to the selected policy element and the visualisation goal is possible given the available data. Only if this
question can be answered positively, a visualisation technique can be selected. This answer is, in most cases,
a trade-off, and a solution can be to guide to the outcomes in terms of uncertainty or explaining the
possibilities and risks of non-deductible conclusions.
Step 4: Select the visualisation techniques
After understanding the shape of the data, including understanding the consequences of using the data
related to the policy elements and visualisation goal, we analyse which visualisation techniques are best suited
to encode the key data dimensions. Certain visualisation techniques (encodings) are better suited for certain
types of data than others. For example, if your data is “ordered” one should use a visualisation technique like
the position (on an axis), the size (of a circle) or the length (of a bar) because the human brain can decode
them as “ordered”. Using colour to represent ordered data is not advisable because the colour is not naturally
ordered in the brain (red is not higher than yellow, or pink does not come before green).
Step 5: Define functional specifications
If applicable, the functionality required for the user to interact with the visualisation (tools) needs to be
specified. This is mainly valid for those data visualisations that are used for exploratory explanation.
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Exploration versus Explanation
Iliinsky mentions three uses for data visualisations in his book: exploration, explanation and
exploratory explanation.
Exploration - during the data analysis phase, we use tools and visualisations to unravel and explore the
data. These data visualisations help you discover the story inside the data.
Explanation - data visualisations that are used to tell the story to others. They explain and transfer
information during the presentation phase.
Exploratory explanation - this is a hybrid data visualisation that uses prepared data for which the story
is largely known, but which allows the reader (user) to interact with and explore the data to discover
new insights. Interaction typically happens through some graphical user interface allowing the user to
change certain parameters and filter and select data.

In PoliVisu we mainly consider the explanation and exploratory explanation data visualisation types, because
they are relevant in the context of providing information and evidence for the policy-making process.
Exploration, on the other hand, plays an important role in the data analysis and data science phase and is as
such important in the problem setting phase. Many existing visualisations and analysis tools are used to
explore the available (big) data.
Step 6: Specify Visualisations and Tools
Finally, we can then define a set of visualisations that will meet the predetermined visualisation goals. They
will provide the necessary information and possibly the functionality to interact with the data to explore and
gain new insights.
Visualisations and tools are specified using mock-ups and functional specifications in the form of user stories.
Different policy goals in different pilots might require similar information, that can be provided by similar
visualisations. So, the intention of PoliVisu is also to start identifying visualisation tools that can be reused
efficiently in different pilots. In this context, this document will also provide an outline of requirements and
(not so functional) specifications which will allow (1) the integration of visualisation tools in different pilot
applications and (2) the use of slightly different data sets without the need for programming or developer
interventions.
During the project, it became obvious that extra layers of information and interaction were needed to fulfil
the need for policy insights during the different stages of the policy-making process.
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The PoliVisu Visualisation methodology value lies in the ability to drive the involved policymakers, data
scientists and other professionals through a structured thought process. A well-defined and elaborated
starting point, a clear visualisation goal, a method to elaborate what visualisation is possible given the data
available to realise a visualisation targeted to an audience of policymakers, decision-makers and the public is
needed. Additional functionalities and visualisation tools can play an important role to allow users to use the
visualisation optimally.

4.3. PoliVisu Visualisation Techniques overview
PoliVisu is about using visualisations for policy-making. Several techniques were used, tested, combined and
improved during the project and applied on smart city and mobility-related policy visualisations. The table
below provides you with an overview of the techniques, the characteristics and our experience and use. The
link to the figure, part of chapter 5, guides you to the visual and more information about its use.
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Visualisation technique
Name
Floating car
data mobility
dashboard

Characteristics

Visualisation goal

Visualisation type

Overview of the
Dashboard, multiple
historical traffic flows visualisations

Line based free Overview of the
flow map
speed compared to
the free float speed
on a road segment

Type of
input
Floating
car data

Line map visualisation Floating
(line segment colour car data
scale)

Experience
Type of processing

Strengths

Use
Limitations

Tool(s)

Figure
Pilot(s)

Nr

Multiple types

Detailed overview of the traffic
No other transport modes Custom built
flows over a long period using
involved; no simulation
dashboard with
multiple interconnected statistics options available
Angular

Issy-LesMoulineaux
(FR), Solvay
(BE)

5

Geospatial & timebased visualisation of
traffic redistribution
free flow speed

Detailed overview of the free
float speed for a certain period

Lack of insights in the
reasons behind (impact of
(all) road works and other
elements

Custom built free
flow map with
Angular

Issy-LesMoulineaux
(FR)

6

Traffic speed
distribution
chart

Overview of the time Line chart (single line) Floating
delay (at a certain
car data
moment)

Graph Traffic time
delay processing
(hourly)

Overview of the time delays in a
detailed way (zoom in area), on
an hourly basis

No time delay selection
Custom built line
for a more specific period graph with
or a specific route, no
Angular
comparison between days

Issy-LesMoulineaux
(FR)

8

Free-flow
distribution
matrix

Hour/day overview of Matrix table (value,
the free flow speed
colour scale)

Graph Traffic time
delay processing
(hourly/daily)

Overview of the typical time
delays on a week/hourly basis
(zoom area)

No time delay selection
for a more specific period
or a specific route

Issy-LesMoulineaux
(FR)

9

Traffic level
line map

Visualising the traffic
level of each road
segment

Line map visualisation Traffic
(colour scale)
sensors
(traffic
loops)

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of traffic
count data

Detailed overview of the live and
historical traffic counts-based
processing (level) on a segment
level. Advanced selections
possible

No possibility to compare WebGLayer
two periods, no link with
public works or other data
that impacts traffic
volumes

Pilsen (CZ)

10

Traffic
intensity map

Visualising the traffic Line map visualisation Traffic
intensity of each road (colour scale)
sensors
segment
(traffic
loops)

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of traffic
count data

Detailed overview of the live and No traffic model
historical traffic counts-based
visualisation
processing (intensity) on a
segment level. Advanced
selections possible

Pilsen (CZ)

11, 31
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Traffic intensity Visualising the traffic Line map visualisation Traffic model
model map
intensity of each road (value, colour scale,
(model based on
segment
line thickness)
traffic counts,
census and road
network data)

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of traffic
model data

Detailed overview of the
live and historical traffic
counts-based processing
(intensity) on a segment
level. Public works
integration, integrated
modelling functionality

No advanced selection
possibilities

Traffic modeller

Pilsen (CZ)

12

Traffic
comparison
model map

Comparison of traffic Line map visualisation
situations (two
(Colour scale, line
selected moments) - thickness)
Difference between
selected time and the
base time

Traffic model
(model based on
traffic counts,
census and road
network data)

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of traffic
model data

Detailed overview of the
live and historical traffic
counts-based processing
(intensity) on a segment
level. Public works
integration, integrated
modelling functionality

No advanced selection
possibilities

Traffic modeller

Pilsen (CZ)

13, 33

Choropleth
map

Choropleth map
visualizing dorm
student movements
based on selected
mobile phone user’s
data

Mobile phone data
(location, time) of a
selected group
based on a geotime-based profile
selection

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of mobile
phone data

Anonymized view of
student displacements
based on a dorm student
displacement definition.
Link with student school
locations.

An hourly and daily
based interval would
allow a more dynamic
visualisation.

QGis

Ghent (BE)

14

Sankey
distribution
diagram

Distributions of origin Sankey diagram (line Floating car data
destination between diagram - line
places (local
thickness, line colour)
communities & cities)

Graph processing of
origin/destination of
displacement counts

Clear overview of the
origin/destination
streams between places
(local communities &
cities)

Local knowledge is
TomTom Move
needed to interpret the
outcomes geospatially only one directional
visualisation is possible

Solva (BE)

15

Choropleth map
(Colour scale), base
road map, main
university and highschool buildings

OriginOrigin/destination
Matrix table (value,
Destination
distribution diagram, colour scale)
matrix diagram visualizing the
distribution of trips.

Floating car data

Graph processing of
origin/destination
displacement counts

Clear overview of the
origin/destination
streams between places
(local communities &
cities), including local trip
distribution

Local knowledge is
TomTom Move
needed to interpret the
outcomes geospatially bi-directional O/D
visualisation is not
possible

Solva (BE)

16, 17

Trip
distribution
map

Floating car data

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of
origin/destination
displacement counts

Geospatial
representation of the
trips from one place to
other places (O/D)

Only the trips from one
place (origin) to the
destinations are
displayed on the map.

Solva (BE)

18

Origin/destination
distribution map

Line and area map
visualising trips (line
colour - grey scale,
area colour fade out)
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Heatmap

Traffic accidents

Heatmap displaying
the accident hotspot
locations (colour and
area size)

Anonymized
accident data

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of road
accidents

Visualisation of the traffic
accidents on a map,
including smart accident
selections

A heatmap can suggest WebGLayer
a false relation between
accidents (for ex two
parallel streets). Lack of
insight in local
contextual data (for ex.
schools, traffic
measures)

Flanders (BE),
Pilsen (CZ)

19, 20

Combined
heatmap

Traffic safety

Heatmap displaying
the accident hotspot
locations (colour and
area size) combined
with other data
sources

Anonymized
accident data +
other relevant data
sources (for ex.
schools, average
speed control
zones)

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of road
accidents

Visualisation of the traffic
accidents on a map,
including smart accident
selections. Relation with
traffic measures or with
important locations can
be visualised.

A heatmap can suggest WebGLayer
a false relation between
accidents (for ex two
parallel streets)

Flanders (BE),
Pilsen (CZ)

21

Multimodal
route
optimization
map and
interface

Inform road users
about the optimal
route and transport
mode based on
locally provided
route information to
avoid unwanted
routes

Mobile app including
a multimodal route
planner

Floating car data,
local mobility
services, added
local route
information

Route planning
processing, route
visualisation

Innovative concept of
guided route planning
based on locally provided
data and in-car messages

Competition of the
global route planning
solutions is tough; local
impact is only
noticeable when a
sufficient market share
is realized

MyAnatol

Issy-LesMoulineaux
(FR)

22

Average speed
control
dashboard

Dashboard providing
historical and recent
data about average
speed control zones

Dashboard visualising Pseudonymized
average speed control historical ANPR
data using bar charts, data
pie charts, line charts
and matrix
visualisations

Geospatial & timebased processing of
pseudonymized ANPR
data

Historical overview of the
effect of implementing
average speed control
zones on traffic
behaviour (driving speed)

No link with other
information like traffic
accidents, driving
behaviour in nonaverage speed control
zones

Macq Sa - M3

Police zone
Voorkempen
(BE)

24

Citizen science
dashboard
(schoolstreet)

Dashboard providing
historical and live
data about the traffic
in and around school
streets

Dashboard visualising
traffic count data
around schools using
bar charts, line chars,
modal split pie charts
and trend analysis
line charts.

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of traffic
count data

Innovative dashboard
combining crowdsourced
- citizen science data in
and around the school
entrance (schoolstreet).
Open dashboard for all
the involved stakeholders

Link with air quality
data will provide added
value, gamification and
automated reporting
would provide added
value (also for
education purposes)

Custom built with Mechelen
Angular
(BE)
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Bar chart
(advanced)

Visualising bike use
including link with
the policy goal and
the weather
conditions to offer
more perspective

Bar chart (advanced)
including other
information (policy
goal and weather
conditions)

Number of cyclists, Time-based processing
policy goal, weather and visualisation of
information
traffic count data
(cyclists)

Innovative graph
combining useful
information for a first
analysis

Graph can give the idea
that traffic is the only
influencing factor for
cycling

Custom built with Mechelen
Angular
(BE)

26, 28

Line chart
(advanced)

Visualising the traffic
during the hours of
the day a
schoolstreet was
implemented

Line chart (advanced) Number of road
including weather
users, weather
information and the
information
possibility to switch
on and off categories

Time-based processing
and visualisation of
traffic count data
(cyclists, pedestrians,
cars, big vehicles)

Innovative graph
combining useful
information for a first
analysis

Graph can give the idea
that traffic is the only
influencing factor for
cycling

Custom built with Mechelen
Angular
(BE)

27

Modal split pie
chart

Modal split
Pie chart visualising
visualisation
the modal split
(distribution between
transport modes)

Number of road
users

Time-based processing
and visualisation of
traffic count data
(cyclists, pedestrians,
cars, big vehicles)

Easy to read overview of
the distribution of
vehicles

More than one pie
Custom built with Mechelen
graph is necessary to
Angular
(BE)
compare the model split
on different locations or
at different periods

29

Comparative
trend analysis
line chart

Analysing the
difference in use of
transport modes
between two time
periods

Line graph visualising
the difference
between two periods

Number of road
users

Time-based processing
and visualisation of the
difference in traffic
count data between
two periods (cyclists,
pedestrians, cars, big
vehicles)

Powerful analysis of the
trend of two periods
(typically before and
after the implementation
of a school street)

The lack of absolute
Custom built with Mechelen
numbers can be
Angular
(BE)
confusing and gives no
idea about the absolute
volumes

30

Timeline chart

Visualising an
overview of the
planned road works

Horizontal bar chart

Database with
planned roadworks
(location street
type, and period)

Time-based
visualisation

Overview of the
overlapping road works

The table view shows
Traffic modeller
the time dimension well
but lacks a geospatial
representation

Pilsen (CZ)

32

Area map
(advanced)

Visualising the Covid- Area map (advanced
19 infections per
selection)
region on a map

Daily covid-19
statistics

Geospatial & timebased processing and
visualisation of covid-19
infection data

Map overview of the
covid-19 infections
including smart
selections based on age,
gender, country of
infection and region

Extra information
(hospitalizations,
intensive care,
diseased) is not
available

Czechia (CZ)

34

Table 1: PoliVisu visualisation techniques overview
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The techniques mentioned above are related to the PoliVisu visualisations driven by the pilots and don’t offer
a complete overview. In many cases, more “simple” straightforward techniques can be used to visualise data.
The table by Noah Iliinsky provides useful guidance to select the right, more conventional visualisation
encoding techniques for different types of data. These techniques are an essential set of guidelines to apply
in more advanced thematic visualisations.

Figure 4: Selecting the appropriate visualisation techniques

Visualisation of mobility and transport-related data can become complex, especially when trying to integrate
the time and space dimension with transport-specific data. (Sobral, T., Galvão, T., Borges, J.,) discusses
interesting examples of advanced mobility-related visualisations. The paper sketches the need to balance the
need for simplicity and an unambiguous interpretation on the one hand and the need to visualise the complex
relationship between the influencing elements.

4.4. Visualisation tools
Many tools and applications are offering visualisation options for policymakers. In many cases, proprietary
and open-source alternatives are available. There are also dedicated visualisation tools and tools where
visualisation is one of the functionalities offered. PoliVisu concentrated on four types of tools: Dashboards
and BI, Advanced visualisation tools, modelling tools and storytelling tools. Below you can find an overview of
visualisation tools, including a brief description about if and how these tools were used and what kind of
proprietary and open solutions are available.
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Spreadsheets: One of the most used and probably oldest tools to visualise data are the data visualisation
opportunities offered by spreadsheets. PoliVisu used spreadsheets as a rapid prototyping tool for visualising
(processed)data. Microsoft Excel and openoffice calc are examples of proprietary and open spreadsheet tools.
GIS (Geospatial Information Systems): GIS-Systems are powerful tools to visualise and process geospatial
data. The city of Ghent relied much on GIS-Systems to visualise the outcomes of the student displacement
pilot. ESRI ArcGIS7 and QGIS8 are examples of a popular proprietary and open source solution.
BI and dashboard tools: Business intelligence software is a type of application software designed to retrieve,
analyse, transform and report data for business intelligence. The applications generally read data that has
been previously stored, often - though not necessarily - in a data warehouse or data markt 9. A dashboard is,
in this context, a collection of (thematic) visualisations. Typical behaviour of a dashboard is that changing a
selection influences all the other graphs. In PoliVisu dashboards were used to monitor free-float car data in
Issy-Les-Moulineaux, citizen science-related data measuring the implementation of schoolstreets in Mechelen
and measuring the impact of average speed control zones on driving behaviour. Power BI 10 and Cognos11 are
two examples of proprietary BI-Tools, knime12 and metabase13 are open-source alternatives. Angular14 and
MongoDB15 were used to build the Issy and Mechelen dashboards.
Advanced visualisation tools: Advanced visualisation tools are typically used to offer a fancy (dynamic)
visualisation as part of an article in, for example, an online newspaper. The WebGLayer16 solution provides a
series of advanced visualisations integrating heatmap, point, line and area map visualisations with advanced
selection functionalities. An example of an advanced commercial solution is Mapbox17.
Modelling tools: Modelling tools are combining modelling power and advanced visualisation capabilities. The
open PoliVisu traffic modeller solution allows predictive analysis combined with visualising traffic volumes and
traffic volume differences by comparing two periods. Modelling tools are specialist tools that allow large
amounts of data to become qualitative. The most common used models in a smart city context are traffic, air
quality and noise models. A well-known provider of traffic modelling software is PTV 18. VITO19 and TNO20 are
providers of air quality modelling tools.

7

https://www.arcgis.com/index.html
https://www.qgis.org/en/site/
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence_software
10 https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/
11
https://www.ibm.com/products/cognos-analytics
12 https://www.knime.com/knime-analytics-platform
13 https://www.metabase.com/
14 https://angular.io/
15 https://www.mongodb.com/
16 http://webglayer.org/
17 https://www.mapbox.com/
18
https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutions/products/ptv-visum/
19
https://vito.be/en/atmo-street
20 https://www.tno.nl/en/about-tno/news/2019/7/new-technology-monitors-air-quality-in-cities/
8
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Digital (City) Twins: A digital twin for a smart city is a virtual replica of a city, which would consist of the digital
representation of urban networks such as an urban power system which makes use of real data obtained from
the monitoring devices within the city (Anna Palau). A digital city twin is a specific type of advanced
visualisation where sensor data, map visualisations and models are used to simulate the effect of policy
measures on different policy domains (for example mobility, spatial planning, environment). Cloud service
providers like Microsoft Azure 21 offer Digital (City) Twin solutions. An important open-source player is Fiware22.
Unlike other visualisation solutions, a Digital City Twin isn’t an out of the box solution.
Storytelling tools: The use of storytelling tools is demonstrated in chapter 6.2. Storytelling can be considered
as a visualisation tool that combines an easy navigation integrated with pictures, videos and animations. Some
storytelling tools also offer a dynamic map that navigates in line with the story. PoliVisu has chosen Pageflow23
as a storytelling tool.

21

https://azure.microsoft.com/nl-nl/services/digital-twins/
https://www.fiware.org/
23 https://www.pageflow.io/en/
22
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5. Visualisation techniques for policy-making
In PoliVisu visualisation techniques are studied in their relation to mobility-related policy “challenges”, called
policy elements as explained in chapter four. Based on chapter four methodology, in chapter five, we describe
the lessons learned along the way. Some of the lessons are linked to the specific subject matter, others are
linked to the policy-making process, and others are more generally applicable. This chapter follows an insideout approach starting from the lessons learned in the PoliVisu project.
PoliVisu created more than a dozen best practice examples where the methodology has been applied in five
pilot cities covering a wide range of mobility and smart city-related subjects. Those subjects are related to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Urban traffic flows and movement;
people movements and stay;
traffic movement patterns;
traffic flow management;
impact of speed measures;
impact of (temporary) road restrictions;
traffic measures predictions and impact.

Since PoliVisu emphasises the use of visualisation related to policy-making and its use in the different phases
of the design cycle, a summarising table based on the PoliVisu policy cycle is available for each visualisation.
Below you can find an example explaining the table.
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation
Communication

Problem
Impact
(re)structur
assessment
-ing

Legend:
Relevant phase in the policy cycle (See figure 1)
Relevant sub-phase in the policy cycle (See figure 1)

Visualisation is useful

Visualisation has no direct use

Visualisation is useful

Visualisation has no direct use

Table 2: Visualisation applicability related to the policy cycle
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5.1. Visualising urban traffic volume, flows & movements
Today cities want to have a view on the urban traffic flows and movements. On the internet, many examples
are available where you have a direct idea of the current situation. Some applications can estimate the trip
duration based on when the trip is planned to take place.
Issy-Les-Moulineaux and Pilsen needed to visualize urban traffic flows and movement; both cities wanted to
reduce traffic but followed an entirely different approach and data to visualize. Where Issy is using commercial
floating car data from vehicles, Pilsen is using its extensive network of on-street traffic sensors to count traffic
and a database of ongoing and planned road works.

Traffic flow dashboard in Issy-Les-Moulineaux (France)
The visualisation approach
When a city needs to have insights over a more extended
period to get better insights into the traffic flows and
movements to reduce congestion, specific visualisations
are needed.
Issy-Les-Moulineaux, located just south of Paris, copes
with traffic congestion, caused by the dense traffic in and
around the French capital. Reducing congestion is the
main policy goal, and can be achieved by local measures.
Issy needed to show how much time traveller losses on
the various road segments compared to the ideal
situation (no or fluent traffic) at specific periods and
timings. An interactive dashboard was needed to show
the current/actual “Time lost” per road segment
(visualisation goal).
The broader “generic” policy goal reduces traffic
congestion demanded a dashboard 24 combining multiple
visualisations instead of a single one. The visualisation
itself is based on a full year of floating car data 25, a vast
dataset of timestamped geo-localised data directly
collected by moving vehicles. The dashboard was used to
measure the impact of two big long-term construction
sites on the mobility flow in Issy.

Figure 5: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - Mobility dashboard

The visualisation techniques
The three applied visualisation techniques below are all part of an integrated Mobility dashboard. It is
designed in a way that changes in one element of the dashboard triggers an update of the other relevant
aspects of the dashboard. When you zoom in or pan the map (changing the so-called viewport), all the
elements in the dashboard will be updated.

24
25

https://issy.polivisu.eu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floating_car_data
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For this particular visualisation goal, we chose to build a visualisation-based line map of traffic, heat of the
road segment is defined by the extra time spent due to traffic versus theoretic free-flow speed.

Figure 6: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard - Free flow map

The colour scheme (red over green to blue) has been chosen after consultation with the end customers and
the broader public to ensure an easy interpretation of the results.
Clicking on a street on the map shows the information for that one street, allowing detailed analysis comparing
the Free flow speed with the average speed. Also, the number of total measured cars measured is visualized.

Figure 7: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard - Traffic speed distribution line map road segment detail
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This view gives a good overview of where the time is lost, but the overall loss of time is not very visible. This
is more easily seen in a histogram that shows the time lost over time.

Figure 8: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard - Traffic speed distribution line chart time delay

A raster view where each cell depicts a particular time of the day and the colour shows speed cars could travel
versus the freeflow speed provides a more comprehensive overview of traffic congestion. A value of 80 means
a car could drive at that moment only 80% of the maximum speed rate.

Figure 9: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard - Free-flow speed distribution matrix overview
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The Issy traffic dashboard (figure 5 to 9) delivers some powerful features:
●
●
●
●

Interacting visualisations, linked to the selected period and map view;
Comparison model, comparing two different periods;
Direct assessment of the time lost compared to the free flow situation;
Integration of own local datasets with mobility critical public works and their location and timing.

Usage in the policy-making process
The Issy-Les-Moulineaux dashboard is in the first place useful as an evidence-based source of information and
secondary as an impact evaluation instrument. Issy, as a local community, was confronted with the two
planned construction sites due to metro extension works designed and planned on National level. These public
works are an example of a situation where the policy decision has been taken elsewhere, and other decision
levels are confronted with the policy effects and have a limited power to steer the decision or mitigate the
impact.
The dashboard helped Issy to evaluate the impact based on evidence-based data and to plan additional
mobility management measures. The dashboard based on historical data was also used to make a first
evaluation of the traffic impact of the construction works. The dashboard also helped to set the problem and
helped the city to get more insight into the car pressure in the city. Its functionality to compare two periods
makes the dashboard further suitable for impact assessment. The online availability makes it also an insightful
communication tool. Commercially floating-car data-based dashboards fed with historical and real-time data,
using similar visualisation methods also has the potential for policy implementation analysis and even day-today traffic management (operational) activities.
Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation
Communication

Problem
Impact
(re)structur
assessment
-ing

Table 3: Issy-Les-Moulineaux - traffic dashboard - policy-making process overview

Added value
The most important added value for Issy lies in the available evidence on a detailed level of the change in
congestion before and after the start of the construction works on a precise scale (street level) and a detailed
time base (hourly basis). The visualisation provided very detailed spatial and time-related insight into the
congestion problem caused by car traffic.
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Pilsen mobility flows (Czechia)
The visualisation approach
Pilsen, located in the west of the Czech Republic along the main highway between the Czech Capital of Prague
and the German border, copes as a regional centre with a local and regional traffic problem. Pilsen has invested
extensively in infrastructure to measure traffic volumes.
As in Issy-Les-Moulineaux, Pilsen also wants to get better insights into the traffic flows and movements to
reduce congestion. Pilsen also added impact evaluating as a policy element.
The visualisation goals were set for each visualisation. A first visualisation has the exploration and investigation
of traffic volumes on road segments in time and space as a goal, this to discover patterns, correlations and
extremities.
A second visualisations have the goal to show actual, historical traffic volume on a road segment level. And a
third visualisation aims to compare the increase/decrease in traffic volume between two moments in time
from the past, today and tomorrow (predictions).
Pilsen makes use of data provided by road detectors and calculated road capacity data. The data is linked with
a geospatial (road segment) and time-related data.
The visualisation techniques
The first line-segment based Pilsen traffic visualisation 26 visualises more than 300 road segments where road
detectors are available. The absolute traffic level (% of measured cars compared to the calculated maximum
road capacity) and traffic intensity (absolute number of measured cars) is calculated for the selected
segments. For each segment, the traffic level and intensity are calculated and displayed. Selections can be
made for a selected day, day of the week and hour. Those selections can be combined to give an overview of
the traffic intensity for every Monday morning between 8 and 9 in August 2020 (see figure 10).
The Pilsen interactive traffic map below (figure 9 and 10) uses two specific features to provide deeper insights:
●
●
●

26

Using line segments (in both driving directions) to visualize punctual measured data;
using relative scales (pre calculated) to visualize intensities (traffic level and traffic intensity);
dynamic filtering mechanisms (filtering date, day, time) to select temporal dimensions.

https://mapadopravy.plzen.eu/
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Figure 10: Pilsen - Traffic level line map

Figure 11: Pilsen - Traffic intensity map
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A second view27 (figure12) also displays the historical and real-time traffic volumes. This view is often used by
traffic modellers and is:
●
●
●

Using line thickness and colour to display traffic volumes;
displaying the exact traffic volumes;
time-lapse functionality (on an hour of daily basis).

Figure 12: Pilsen - Live and historic traffic intensity map

The third visualisation aims to compare the differences in traffic volume between two different moments in
time28. The colour of the line (road segment) will represent an increase (orange colour range) or a decrease
(blue colour range) in traffic volume between two selected traffic situations. The visualisation can be applied
to two different traffic models or two different measurements of sensor data.
The example at Figure 13 compares two morning-peak and the afternoon-peak hour, showing the different
characteristics of typical congestion.

27
28

https://plzen.trafficmodeller.com/public
https://plzen.trafficmodeller.com/editor (login required)
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Figure 13: Pilsen Traffic model - Comparison of two traffic situations - morning/evening peak impact

Comparing traffic volumes is more complex to visualise and interpret. The following visualisation techniques
were chosen to visualise impacts:
●
●
●

A lighter colour scheme from Blue to Red to make the differences less hard than between absolute
volumes (as seen in the Pilsen traffic volume visualisation 1 and 2);
visualisation of the Base traffic (starting point) with the traffic to compare;
visualisation of factors that play an essential role in the comparison (new ongoing road traffic
measures) and time differences.

Role in the policy-making process
The Pilsen traffic level and traffic intensity map deliver a useful tool for policy design and evaluation. Knowing
the as-is and historical situation provides data and insights relevant for planning and design. The visualisations
can be used for evaluation purposes as well. Still, some caution is needed since essential factors related to the
change of traffic volumes are not integrated with the map (for example road works).
The visualisation of traffic volumes and changes in traffic volumes (delta) based on historical, live and future
(predictive) data delivers a powerful tool during the planning and implementation phase. By comparing two
periods (historical, live, predictive) also powerful instruments for impact assessment are available.
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The already powerful traffic volume visualisations in Pilsen offers, especially when combined with other data
sources like road works, public transport volume data etc. a strong tool to substantiate the sustainable urban
mobility plan and the measures related to this SUMP.
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Pilsen live and historic traffic intensity map
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Pilsen traffic model comparison of two traffic models
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Table 4: Pilsen mobility flows visualisation - policy-making process overview

Added value
The Pilsen traffic volume visualisation proved itself as a powerful instrument to gain insight in the Pilsen traffic
volumes. The main advantage of a sensor-based approach is the ability to visualise absolute counts, the
drawback compared to using floating car data as in Issy-Les-Moulineaux is the insight delivered in
origin/destination traffic. The use of an underlying traffic model in Pilsen, compared to the less complex
mobility patterns compared to a big conurbation like Paris or a region of connected cities like Flanders, makes
a choice made logical and acceptable.
By combining multiple insights in absolute traffic volumes, traffic level, traffic intensities insight was delivered
to evaluate impact. Comparing two periods in time provides a powerful tool to visualise the effects of changes
in congestion.
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5.2. Visualising people movements and stay in cities
In this age of big data and mobile phones, measuring people displacements is possible in an automated way.
More and more cities are interested in how people are moving in the city, where visitors come from and if
they can differentiate specific groups like tourists. Ghent was interested to map the movements of dorm
students who aren't registered in the city.

Ghent student movement patterns visualisation (Belgium)
The visualisation approach
Ghent has the largest group high school and university students in Flanders. With almost 70 thousand students
in a population of more than 260 thousands inhabitants, students impact the inner city. Ghent wanted to know
where the dorm students (who live in Ghent during the week) move around the city and live. The main policy
goal was to identify and gain better insights. Proximus, one of the main Belgian telecom operators, selected a
selection of mobile phone data, based on the typical dorm student travel behaviour (leaving the city on Friday
evening and returning on Sunday evening or Monday morning during the teaching weeks) based on these
parameters. The dataset itself comprises Mobile Phone data that has an anonymized ID, a location (in the
form of a cell between GSM poles) and a timestamp.
A map, based on mobile phone signals of the selected and anonymised target group, provides insights into
where students are located at a particular moment (visualisation goal).
The visualisation techniques
The used visualisation technique, a choropleth map 29, is based on the available density of mobile phone
receivers (poles). At least three poles are needed to locate the mobile phone signal. The space between the
poles is visualised as a triangular or rectangle-shaped cell. The visualisation is based on an anonymised ID, a
location (in the form of a cell between GSM poles) and a timestamp.
For every cell, the number of identified students is displayed for a certain time when a minimal number of
students are registered to protect privacy.
The result is a series of maps displaying the displacements of the dorm students during the morning,
afternoon, evening and night. Also, relevant education campuses are displayed.

Figure 14: Ghent - Student displacement patterns in Ghent choropleth graph

29

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choropleth_map
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The visualisation only displays the dorm students partially. Dorm students with different travel behaviour are
not detected, and only the data of one of the telecom providers have been used.
The student displacement choropleth map uses:
●
●
●

Triangular and rectangular-shaped cells based on the GSM network, with a higher density in the
inner city (where also most of the dorm students are located);
multiple time-related maps, using the same colour coding, allows comparison based on the time
dimension;
the choropleth cells to ensure privacy (mobile phone data needs to be anonymised and need to
assure that the size of the location does not allow to track someone by its location or travel
behaviour.

Usage in the policy-making process
The Ghent student displacement patterns map deliver a tool used during the policy design phase. The
choropleth map is a useful tool for problem setting and can be used as one of the tools during the policy
setting and formulation.
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Table 5: Ghent - Student displacement patterns - policy-making process overview

Added value
The added value of the Ghent displacement visualisation lies in the evidence-based location of a specific group
Dorm students, a big group of city users that are not represented in the city statistics. The new factful
information allows integrating the knowledge into its smart city planning.

5.3. Visualising regional traffic movement patterns
In chapter 5.2 we talked about the visualisation of movement patterns on a city level. Measuring movement
patterns on a regional scale focus on another dimension of displacements and give insights into the relation
between local communities and cities. The analysis was possible in cooperation with TomTom and SOLVA (an
intercommunal organisation of 21 local communities located in South Eastern Flanders). The TomTom move
platform traffic analytics and visualisation tool were used to perform Origin-Destination Analysis30.

Traffic movement patterns in the South-Eastern Flanders region (Belgium)
The visualisation approach
The Southern Eastern Flanders region with regional cities like Aalst, Ninove, Geraardsbergen, Oudenaarde is
located between the major Belgian cities Brussels and Ghent and the industrial region of Kortrijk. The region
has one of the lowest job ratios in the sense that only 53% is working in the region where they live. With three
attraction poles nearby, it is known that the mobility patterns are spread, but in-depth insights are not well
known (policy element). Getting insight into the regional mobility patterns was the main goal for Solva and its
30

https://www.tomtom.com/products/origin-destination-matrix-analysis/
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local communities. The visualisation goal was getting understanding of the origin-destination matrix (by car
traffic) between the 21 SOLVA local communities and the big attraction poles. The dataset behind the
dashboard comprises floating car data containing (origin-destination [route], time [day and hour]).
The visualisation techniques
Three visualisations turned out as very insightful for the Solva origin-destination analysis on a regional scale.
The Sankey diagram and origin-destination diagram both deliver an overall view on the level of the SOLVA
region. The trip distribution map gives more insight into the geospatial distribution and can be oriented to one
specific local community.
The Sankey diagram delivers insight into the travel patterns to the most important urban areas from each of
the 21 SOLVA local communities. The analysis gave more insight into the flows and confirmed the dominant
flow to Ghent. The impact of the economically important regions of Antwerp and Kortrijk is lower than was
expected. The Sankey diagram delivered a very clear and useful insight easy to interpret, with surprising
conclusions in terms of the size of the expected travel patterns.

Figure 15: Figure 15: SOLVA - Sankey distribution diagram

The Origin-Destination (O/D) matrix has the advantage to deliver a more detailed insight in the number of
measured trips (limited to the trip data collected by TomTom) for the origin and destination local communities.
The yellow to red colours are of great value to recognize patterns. An O/D matrix is insightful, especially when
local location-based knowledge is available. The matrix is less interesting for those who don’t have local spatial
knowledge.
The second O/D matrix also displays the displacements in the local community itself. This view provides
another perspective on the share of local (in one local community) and non-local (between different local
communities) displacements.
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Figure 16: SOLVA - Origin-Destination matrix diagram 1

Figure 17: SOLVA - Origin-Destination matrix diagram 2

The trip distribution map gives an interesting geospatial insight in the trip distribution from an origin to
multiple destination areas. In the example below detailed information is available for the city of Aalst (part of
the Solva region) and other defined regions. This map is easier to interpret than an O/D matrix, but also
provides only a partial overview starting from one origin. The trip distribution nevertheless gave SOLVA the
possibility to provide geospatial oriented insight to each individual local community in the SOLVA region.
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Figure 18: SOLVA - Trip distribution map

The TomTom move platform delivers several very insightful visualisations that stand on its own. The possibility
to define O/D matrices, Sankey diagrams and geospatial visualisation turned out to be very powerful for
insights on a regional scale. The application design does not allow an overall dashboard view, displaying the
different visualisations in one overview.
The TomTom move visualisation delivers:
●
●
●

A powerful cloud-based big-data analysis tool to get insights on mobility streams on a regional scale;
the Sankey diagram is very powerful to give a high-level overview of the mobility patterns, especially
when the local (geospatial) context and insights are available amongst users;
the Trip distribution map provides an interesting spatial overview of the mobility streams but is most
apparent when you start from only one origin or destination. It can be seen as a spatial and detailed
visualisation of the Sankey and O/D matrix.

Usage in the policy-making process
The SOLVA regional traffic analysis proved its value as a policy design instrument. The insights played a
fundamental role in a more precise and accurate problem setting and policy formulation. SOLVA also has the
intention, in the frame of the Flanders traffic region concept, to build a broader commuter profile including
public transport data.
The TomTom move platform also has potential as a supporting tool for impact evaluation by comparing two
different time-differentiated datasets, if options for time-based comparison would be available.
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Table 6: SOLVA - TomTom Move platform-based visualisations - policy-making process overview

Added value
The added value of the used visualisations lies in the potential of the visualisations to provide better insights
into the mobility patterns on a regional scale. The Trip distribution map delivers insights into the travel
patterns between a local community and the region. It fills the gap between city-oriented analysis as in Ghent
and Issy-Les-Moulineaux and regional analysis.
The insights for Solva were obvious, but some caution is needed as well. The analysis is based on road-traffic
without a distinction between freight traffic and car traffic. TomTom also delivers a partial view (in Flanders
around 15%) of the total traffic. Local displacements may be underestimated, because the use of external
TomTom devices, for longer distance displacements.
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5.4. Visualising traffic incidents
Visualising traffic accidents in Flanders and Pilsen (Czechia)
Road and traffic accidents are considered as an essential source of information for any traffic safety policy.
Figures about traffic safety are collected on a member state level by the European Union. The reports are in
most countries based on police statistics collected on the field. The valuable findings of these reports are
difficult to translate into measures on the terrain. Visualising the accidents bridges this gap. To visualise
accidents, the following anonymised data of each accident was used: geospatial location, time, severity,
involved road users and traffic conditions. Combined with other relevant information, a traffic safety map has
the potential to provide additional insights like the traffic safety around schools or the impact of traffic safety
measures. Flanders and Pilsen have shared the same visualisation tool, based on comparable location/timebased accident data.
The visualisation approach
Flanders and Pilsen needed insight into the accident blackspots to orient concrete traffic safety measures
(Policy element). The visualisation goal is to show the accident locations of the five past years to discover black
spots with frequent accidents. The visualisation of additional relevant datasets in Flanders will support the
evolution from an accident map to a traffic safety map.
The visualisation techniques
Traffic accidents are a typical example of point data related to a specific collision spot. Such a data point can
be displayed using a heatmap. A heatmap visualization is a method of graphically representing numerical data
where the value of each data point is indicated using colours. The most commonly used colour scheme used
in heatmap visualization is the warm-to-cool colour scheme with the warm colours representing high-value
data points and the cool colours representing low-value data points. In an intensity map, the values are
calculated by the number of points that belongs to the same cluster. A heatmap intensity function allows the
user to get a better view of the hotspot zones.

Figure 19: Traffic accident map - heatmap intensity
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The Pilsen accident map31 is also like the Flanders32 one, offering advanced selection functionalities to select
a combination of mobility options (for ex. foot, bike, car), time, severity and others. The powerful selection
options make it possible to select weekend accidents and accidents with pedestrians and cyclists involved
when children go to school.

Figure 20: Traffic accident map - interactive heatmap

The visualisation below shows the combination of a traffic accident heatmap with the school hotspots
(coloured house icons) and speed trajectory control zones (orange lines). This visualisation allows the user to
discover relations between accidents around schools or the traffic safety improvements after implementing a
trajectory control zone.

Figure 21: Traffic safety map detail - heatmap combined with schools and trajectory control zones
31
32

https://bezpecnostdopravy.plzen.eu/
https://saferoads.vlaanderen/
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The WebGLayer software-based accident visualisation in Flanders and Pilsen proves:
●

●
●

That a heatmap is a powerful visualisation tool to highlight zones that need attention. The heatmap
can suggest a relation between the accidents in a specific zone that might be related without being
so (for ex. accidents in a parallel street);
the added value of advanced selections to get more insights in local accident (hotspot) data;
the re-usability of advance traffic accident visualisations in different regions and cities.

Usage in the policy-making process
The road accident maps in Flanders and Pisen are of great value during the policy design phase. Both help
during the problem setting and policy formulation. The accident map is also a great communication tool,
offering better insights and was in Flanders a powerful tool to plan new average speed control zones. It also
helps awareness-raising and proves its communication potential. In that respect, it can also be seen as a policy
implementation tool. Over a more extended period (when enough accident data is available), when the
evolution of traffic accidents at a black spot can be monitored, the map also offers possibilities for impact
assessment.
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Table 7: Flanders traffic safety- and Pilsen accident map - policy-making process overview

Added value
The accident map in Flanders and Pilsen can be considered as an instrument delivering insights into the current
traffic safety situation. It is a handy tool for policy design, but it also has a role to play as an awareness-raising
tool regarding traffic safety. Because the accident map is based on police data, accidents with serious
consequences are over-represented. Accidents with no human and material damage are underrepresented.
In the Flanders pilot, due to registration flaws, not all the accidents are represented on the map. Nevertheless,
the accident map has in the state it is an important value for the traffic safety policy at the local level.
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5.5. Visualising traffic flow management
Managing traffic flows today is mostly a combination of measures and the terrain like infrastructural changes,
or installing traffic signs. These measures cannot avoid people from using unwanted routes often promoted
by optimal route algorithms used by commercial route planners. Issy-Les-Moulineaux and a local start-up
company worked on a route planner that discourage unwanted routes and steer the traffic towards alternative
(multimodel) routes.

Traffic flow management in Issy-Les-Moulineaux (France)
Issy-Les-Moulineaux is experiencing as many cities a spread of congestion that is not only affecting the main
road network, but also putting pressure on the local streets in the neighbourhoods. Applications like Waze,
based on efficiency algorithms, are at least partially causing these problems.
Issy and PoliVisu are cooperating with a startup company33 on a mobile app that provides routing to all users
with a different approach if compared with “Google approach” apps as it allows the City to define routing
instead of an algorithm based one (and taking into consideration also information that is not that “data”). The
MyAnatol34, the City can include messages in the app (like “please slow down, you are approaching a school”).
The visualisation approach
The goal of Issy with the MyAnatol app is to provide optimal routes from a societal perspective to avoid
nuisance by car traffic in vulnerable zones in the city (policy element). The visualisation goal is to provide route
information to guide car users through the city in an optimal way for the driver and the local community of
Issy. Since the most sustainable way is not to use your car alternatives like walking and public transport are
provided. The MyAnatol dashboard and app are based on google maps data (including floating car data and
public transport data), supplemented with local data provided by local communities like Issy-Les-Moulineaux.
The visualisation techniques
MyAnatol delivers an optimal route planning app targeting the end-user and a cities portal to steer local
mobility. The route visualisation itself is comparable with other apps like google maps. The added value is the
alternative sustainable route, the information about the travel cost, CO2 pollution and the direct link with
your agenda. Also, extra information delivered by the city influences the route and route warnings by the city
can be visualised in the app.

33
34

https://myanatol.com
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.myanatol
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Figure 22: Issy-Les-Moulineaux, MyAnatol route optimisation mobile app

The MyAnatol dashboard delivers functionality to propose alternative routes for different transport modes
and also warning signs and texts can be added at adjustable times. The proposed routes can directly be drawn
on the map.
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Figure 23: Issy-Les-Moulineaux, MyAnatol route optimisation dashboard

The MyAnatol - Issy-Les-Moulineaux mobile app and dashboard delivers some unique features that go beyond
the well-known routing apps and policy-related visualisations:
●
●
●

Optimal route management, based on combining best route algorithms and local traffic
management optimal/desired routes management;
integration of mobility services, public transport options combined with financial and pollution costs
to influence mobility behaviour to sustainable transport modes;
Context-specific in-car messages from the local community is an innovative approach to mobility
management communication.

Usage in the policy-making process
Issy-Les-Moulinaux extensively tested the MyAnatol app and dashboard during the PoliVisu project. Issy is as
an early adopter, and its urban character an ideal testing ground to implement mobility measures. Where the
Issy Mobility Dashboard is in the first place a policy design (mainly focussed on policy formulation) and
implementation tool (mainly focussed on implementation and implementation planning), the MyAnatol app
allows Issy to implement new routes and communicate them. My Anatol even allows in-car communication
directed and steered by the city.
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Issy-Les-Moulineaux, MyAnatol route optimisation dashboard
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Issy-Les-Moulineaux, MyAnatol route optimisation mobile app
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Table 8: Flanders traffic safety- and Pilsen accident map - policy-making process overview

Added value
MyAnatol delivered a very innovative policy implementation tool. By combining the mobile app as a medium
for direct and indirect communication for mobility management between the city and the driver, more
acceptable routes can be proposed during public works via in-car communication. The MyAnatol app is using
(compared to apps like Waze, TomTom or Google Maps) a more ethical way in terms of proposing routes that
didn’t harm local neighbourhoods and include the functionality to integrate local traffic management
measures to optimize the traffic for road users and residents.
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5.6. Visualising impact of speed measures
Automated speeding control systems have undergone an evolution thanks to new techniques as automated
fine management and techniques to read license plates in an automated way thanks to AI. In Belgium more
and more one spot cameras are replaced by trajectory control zones also called average speed control zones
based on ANPR cameras. Until recently, not much was known about the behavioural effects of trajectory
controls after implementation.

Impact of trajectory controls on speed behaviour in the Police Zone Voorkempen (Belgium)
The Police Zone Voorkempen, north of Antwerp, has implemented 30 trajectory control zones. The first zones
were implemented more than three years ago. An impressive dataset is available containing data of more than
38 million measurements from those 30 zones between the beginning of 2017 and the end of 2019. Based on
pseudonymized data based on time measurements, camera locations and hashed license plates, an extensive
analysis could be carried out. The data allow to build up speed profiles per average speed control zone, the
evolution of speedings and fines, the moments with the highest absolute and relative number of fines and the
effect of traffic volumes.
The visualisation approach
ANPR Voorkempen invested a lot of effort and money in a network of average speed control zones and was
interested to evaluate the impact (policy element) of their traffic safety policy. A dashboard combining data
visualisations was set-up to monitor long-term impact and effects.
The visualisation techniques
A dashboard was set up to visualize the results of the average speed control zones. The dashboard allows the
user to get an overview of a single-speed control zone or an overview of all the average speed control zones
with the same maximum speed. The dashboard below uses four types of graph: Bar chart, pie chart (variant),
line charts and a distribution matrix.
The following techniques were chosen to visualize the impact:
●
●
●

Speed distribution bar chart that allows recognizing the number of cars driving between 70 easilyand 76km/h (overspeeding, but no fine) and more than 76km/h (overspeeding with fine);
detailed detection graphs displaying driving behaviour related to speeding;
use of distribution matrices to see patterns related to an hour and day with heatmap colour scale to
recognize periods that needs special attention.
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Figure 24: Police zone Voorkempen, Average speed control dashboard
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Usage in the policy-making process
The Voorkempen average speed control dashboard delivers an ideal tool for policy evaluation. Voorkempen
was for the first time able to assess the impact of its investments in 30 average speed control zone locations.
The dashboard also delivers on-going monitoring functionalities. The results provide input for future traffic
safety plans and policies and lead to new evidence-based policy design actions regarding formulating new
safety policies.
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Table 9: Voorkempen police zone - Average speed control dashboard - policy-making process overview Added value

The Voorkempen average speed control dashboard has proved itself as a tool to provide direct insights into
the traffic behaviour based on precise big data measurements. The main potential today is its evaluation and
monitoring strength. The results and lessons learned at Voorkempen created already interest from other
police zones and during a number of interactive sessions between the PoliVisu team and several policy zones,
its ability to contribute to further policy formulation was apparent.
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5.7. Visualising the impact of (temporary) road restrictions
Visualising impact is often covered as a secondary effect of many visualisations. Most visualisations covering
a time dimension allows users to discover the situation before and after a situation changed all or not covered
by the implementation of new measures.
The visualisation below was set up deliberately to measure the effectiveness of particular measures with less
interference of other measures. This was achieved to define the measurements specific to the place and time
the measures were applied.

Citizen science data based schoolstreet dashboard in Mechelen (Belgium)
Traffic safety, especially around schools together with improving the modal shift towards walking, cycling has
high priority. The Belgian law changed in 2019 and increased the applicability of the schoolstreet concept. The
law created new possibilities to block the streets surrounding schools temporarily when kids go to school.
Local communities and schools want to know the effect of schoolstreets. In cooperation with the Telraam
initiative that allows citizens to count traffic themselves, a citizen science project was set up in collaboration
with the city of Mechelen, the school, and the neighbourhood to measure traffic around schools. The result is
a dashboard providing results about the change in traffic volume and modal split in the school street and the
surrounding streets.
The visualisation approach
The policy goal “measuring the impact of the introduction of schoolstreets” (policy element) as part of the
sustainable mobility policy was the main policy target for Mechelen. Also other regions, for example, the south
Western-Flanders region had the same question. The visualisation goal was to display the difference in
distribution over the different traffic modes before and after the introduction of a school street, in the street
directly connected to the school exit and the neighbouring streets. The Telraam data comprises the count of
cars, bicycles, trucks and pedestrians per hour as measured in the street. Next to that, weather data is
delivered by an open weather engine, the school location, the school street and the measured surrounding
streets are also used.
The visualisation techniques
The dashboard35 contains a selection of connected graphs to a time-based selection that allows comparing
two periods (for ex. the period before and after the implementation of a school street). The graphs generally
show the number of people travelling using a particular mode of traffic. When a second time-window
(comparison mode) is selected, the delta between the periods is shown as well. The dashboard delivers an
overview of the used visualisation techniques that are explained into more detail in the sub-sections below.

35

https://schoolstraten.polivisu.eu/
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Figure 25: Schoolstreets dashboard overview
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Monitoring effectiveness
To make the dashboard drive the policy-making, a KPI is defined, measuring the number of bicycles in the
street of the school. The agreed target for this school is 100 bicycles. As the weather has a potentially big
impact on the number of cyclists, this is shown on this graph as well. The bar represents those periods the
school street is in place (active).

Figure 26: Schoolstreets dashboard detail - bicycle numbers and weather vs time

Distribution of traffic over modes over time
The next set of graphs show the distribution over time of the different modes of traffic. The left one shows
the impact on all streets as one group, allows analysis on the school street and the group of neighbouring
streets.
Analysts can switch on and off modes to allow more detailed analysis.

Figure 27: Schoolstreets dashboard detail - various traffic modes and weather vs time

The second graph is recreated in a different way to evaluate what is easier to use. In this graph, we use bars;
the school street is shown above the X-axis and the neighbouring below.
Due to Covid-19, there was not yet time to perform this analysis.
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Figure 28: Schoolstreets dashboard detail - various traffic modes and weather vs time, alternative visualisation

Relative modal split
Because the modal split is fundamental and also an obvious indicator, we represented this using a pie chart,
as is usually the case in mobility studies.

Figure 29: Schoolstreets dashboard detail - relative modal split pie chart
comparing two periods - trends

To allow better insights into the impact of introducing the school street, there is a capability to compare two
periods. As with all charts, the more transparent lines show the traffic in the neighbouring streets, the solid
lines in the street of the school. The left graph shows the absolute numbers of different periods. Positive
numbers mean more vehicles are measured in the second period that the first, negative numbers show a
decrease. The right graph shows the same counts but relative to the first period.
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Figure 30: Schoolstreets dashboard detail - trend analysis by comparing two periods

The schoolstreets dashboard (figures 26 to 30) delivers some innovative visualisation insights and features:
●

●
●

Overall re-usability of the concept and the dashboard visualisation for multiple schools in Flanders
and Internationally. The telraam devices, weather engine and the map features allow a seamless
integration in most countries;
the ability to compare the impact before and after implementation including the ability to define
and implement quantitative policy goals tailored to the local mobility policies;
interactive graphs with the possibility to limit the visualisation to the transport mode data you need.

Usage in the policy-making process
The schoolstreet dashboard is a visualisation tool that offers functionalities that allow comparing the situation
before and after implementation. Its policy evaluation potential helps to assess the impact in school street
itself and the surrounding neighbourhood. Obvious actions following the evaluation can be changes in the
problem setting, but also implementation changes with the ability of on-going monitoring. The dashboard can
be rolled out for multiple schools, and its open character (everyone has access to the results) makes it a strong
communication tool and tool for on-going monitoring. In that respect, the dashboard also delivers policy
implementation support. Based on the evaluated results, the dashboard can support problem setting and
policy formulation during the policy design phase.
Mechelen/Flanders - Schoolstreet dashboard
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation

Problem
Communica
Impact
(re)structur
tion
assessment
-ing

Table 10: Mechelen/Flanders schoolstreet dashboard - policy-making process overview

Added value
The school street dashboard visualisation has the potential to support co-creative policy-making during the
three policy phases (design, implementation and evaluation). The use of telraam devices by citizens to
measure traffic and to help the policy-making process. The support from local schools, and the city, delivers a
strong concept and tool with a regional and even international potential.
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5.8. Visualising traffic hindrance impact
Traffic models have been considered as a useful instrument in the mobility planning sector for years. The
census and traffic data based static models are not new but were regarded as instruments for internal use.
Results were sometimes published as part of the implementation of sustainable mobility plans but were not
considered as an instrument for interactive policy visualisation. PoliVisu opened traffic models to the public
thanks to a web-based solution, adapted to the needs of policymakers and the public. PoliVisu adapted traffic
model visualisations for public use and made it part of a smart city communication policy.
The visualisation approach
The city of Pilsen has invested in a network of counting sensors and a traffic model. The traffic model plays a
strategic role in reducing the impact of (multiple) road works and understanding the effect of extraordinary
events (policy elements). Better coordination of roadworks to reduce congestion is an important policy goal
of the city.
The visualisation goal is to simulate the effect/impact (difference in traffic volume) when adding, removing,
changing traffic attributes (closure time, free-flow speed, etc.) on road segments in the Pilsen region, showing
the impact of roadworks on traffic volume for each road segment.
The model is based on road segment data (location), traffic volumes, census data and a database containing
the planned road works type, its location and period.
The visualisation techniques
The modelled status of the traffic network is visualized similarly as the Live and historic Traffic Volume map
for Pilsen36. The road segments are coloured according to the traffic flow, newly added segments or closed
segments. These are displayed with additional map symbols. The user can define segments to be closed, draw
new segments by hand mode, update attributes of the selected segments and select the time range of the
change.

36

https://plzen.trafficmodeller.com/editor (login required)
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Figure 31: Pilsen Traffic Model - Planned roadworks and its influence on neighbouring traffic

The timeline visualisation provides an overview of the planned roadworks potential overlaps. It gives a direct
idea about the length of planned works and the periods with a heavy load of ongoing works. The map view,
on the other hand, provides an overview of the geo-location on a specific moment.
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Figure 32: Pilsen Traffic Model - Timeline of planned roadwork

Figure 33 displays the outcome of the comparison between two traffic models. One situation without traffic
hindrances and the actual traffic situation with hindrances.
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Figure 33: Pilsen Traffic Model - Comparison of two traffic models - public works impact

The Pilsen traffic model public works visualisation (Figures 31 to 33) offers some specific visualisation
techniques to enhance readability and usability, one of the elements often mentioned as problems caused by
a lack of data literacy. The implementation below offers the following elements to overcome this problem
often related to more complex visualisations:
●
●
●

The use of well-known traffic signs to visualise the road condition caused by the ongoing works (such
as a road narrowing or roadblock);
a lighter colour scheme from Blue to Red to make the differences less hard than between absolute
volumes (as seen in the Pilsen traffic volume visualisation 33);
geospatial and time-related overview of the ongoing and planned road works.

Usage in the policy-making process
Predicting and visualising the impact of traffic measures is an excellent example of a policy design tool used
for scenario analysis and decision making. The use of a traffic modeller visualisation as a communication
instrument to citizens and policymakers is new. It delivers an impactful tool by combining a map and timeline
with the planned road works. The professional comparison functionality provides a multi-usable tool for
design, including scenario analysis and decision making. The professional tool is also useful as a policy
implementation tool to plan, implement and monitor. The comparison mode is of great value as a policy
evaluation tool for impact and problem assessment.
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Pilsen Traffic Model - Planned roadworks map and timeline - Public visualisation
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation

Problem
Communica
Impact
(re)structur
tion
assessment
-ing

Pilsen Traffic Model - Comparison of two traffic models - public works impact - Professional editor
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation

Problem
Communica
Impact
(re)structur
tion
assessment
-ing

Table 11: Pilsen Traffic Model - Roadworks planning and impact assessment - policy-making process overview

Added value
The Pilsen Traffic Modeller approach and strategy of using a traffic model and public road works database as
a planning and communication instrument. The developments made on the traffic modeller, together with
innovative communication use makes the traffic modeller a swiss-knife policy-making in Pilsen, easily
transferable to other cities who have a similar standardized traffic model and public works database. A first
test in the city of Mechelen based on the Flemish traffic model and the GIPOD Flanders public works database
shows the possibilities for reuse.
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5.9. Visualising COVID-19 impact and evolution
The worldwide COVID-19 outbreak in 2020 stressed the need for evidence-based data more than ever before.
Daily numbers and statistics controlled the daily news for several months and substantiated the PoliVisu
message about the need for evidence-based policy data visualisations.
The daily infection data is in Czechia available as open data, and the PoliVisu WebGlayer visualisation tool
provides new insights into the daily data stream.

Interactive COVID-19 evolution map of Czechia (Czechia)
The PoliVisu project is using the daily updated Czech Covid-19 infections dataset as the basis for the
visualisation37.
The visualisation approach
Getting insight into the amount and evolution of the Covid-19 virus infections in the Czech Republic was the
primary policy objective (policy element) linked to this visualisation. The visualisation goal is to inform about
the evolution of the virus in the Czech regions based on several parameters like age, gender and country of
infection. The visualisation is based on a limited dataset containing the region of infection, date, age, gender
and country of the infection.
The visualisation techniques
The Covid-19 map combines a classical map visualisation where each region is represented as a coloured area
visualising the relative number of COVID-19 infections per 100.000 inhabitants. The charts on the right-hand
side allows smart selections and offers more insight into the data.

Figure 34: Czechia Covid-19 Infection map

37

https://mapa-koronavirus.innoconnect.net/
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The Covid-19 infection map delivers some unique features compared to the more simplified visualisations
used in the media:
●
●

Adding the typical WebGLayer map and data filtering integration;
providing direct evidence about specific situations in a particular region in a specific time period like
an abnormal increase of persons of a particular age group, or infection brought in from other
countries.

Usage in the policy-making process
The Covid-19 map was created as a showcase of the added value PoliVisu can deliver on a relatively limited
dataset. The solution has potential during the policy design phase to visualize the problem setting and as a
communication tool during the policy implementation phase.
Czechia Covid-19 Infection map
Policy Design
Problem
setting

Policy
formulation

Scenario
analysis

Policy implementation
Decision

Implementation plan

Implementation

On-going
monitoring

Policy evaluation

Problem
Communica
Impact
(re)structur
tion
assessment
-ing

Table 12: Czechia Covid-19 Infection - policy-making process overview

Added value
The PoliVisu WebGLayer based visualisation proves the transferability of the PoliVisu developments in
different policy domains. The area visualisation was not used in any of the mobility cases where point data
and line data were concerned as the most appropriate solution.
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6. Adding extra dimensions to your visualisations
In this chapter, we will discuss how adding extra dimensions to visualisations can assist and help to bring the
message. The examples in this chapter are mostly examples from outside the PoliVisu project. Where chapter
5 is using an inside out approach, chapter 6 and 7 are using an outside-in approach.
Using static images or data in a spreadsheet is often too basic to create a good story which inspires an
audience. On the other hand, let us remain realistic. Data is what it is: just data, representing something else.
In many cases, the dataset is a representation of real-time occurrences. Let us take some real-life examples:

Videos about car crashes on one specific roundabout have more impact on people than a bar chart
indicating the number of such occurrences on the same roundabout.

Creating an abstraction by quantifying specific elements creates different reflections in people's minds.
Something which appears evident for some people may still be unclear for someone else. Visualisation of data
may lead to clarity in some cases, but we need to consider whether it plays a supporting role.

We all have seen the tragic image of the three-year-old Alan Kurdi, the Syrian refugee child who died
on September 2nd, 2015 on the shores of Bodrum, Turkey.

This image may be stronger than all quantitative graphs about refugee fatalities during the Syrian war. Looking
at statistics of thousands of people dying often don't have the same impact as one image. This image led to
actions on the highest political levels and has a place in our collective knowledge.

The 2020 corona crisis taught us that visualisation of data by virologists, which they have been doing
for decades, remains ignored by the masses and our policymakers until the real impact of the data is
visible to the extent that it becomes very tangible and sensible.

Only after realising Covid-19's extremely deadly toll in our European region, governments took the necessary
measures and prepared the society for a further outbreak.
These observations may lead to philosophical questions about how human nature and its reaction or its inertia
to the inevitable. That may be the subject of research in another scientific discipline, that brings us too far in
the PoliVisu research project about visualisation techniques for policy-making. What we can do within the
boundaries of PoliVisu, is researching how an effective visualisation may influence humans by creating the
needed urgency by data scientists to create the willingness to make new or change existing government
policies based on data analysis.
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When speaking about "too late in the case of Covid-19", or about "creating urgency", there is a "hidden" time
dimension in this equation.
Let us look for creative ways to get to represent next to the spatial element, also the time factor in a way that
people feel what the presenter is showing. The time factor can make the visualisation come alive and lead to
new connections and insights. Typical representations of occurrences over time use the X-axis of an XY-graph
to create a scatter plot, a line or bar chart diagram.
Still, using data visualisations creatively can add a storytelling flavour to your dataset. In this chapter, we
describe our search for potential storytelling enablers and found that time factor can be used in different
ways, but most often in the form of animation. When animating different static images one after the other,
the time dimension is not represented in 2D or in 3D, but with a real-time time dimension: the lapse time of
the animation, where you can scale the dimension of time within your animation. During that time, the
audience listens, thinks, and is carried away with the presentation.
Using infographics where visual effects are combined to create a story is often very effective to develop a
successfully adopted story. The art of creating a useful infographic is not the scope of this Polivisu research
and innovation programme. We offer our users the full potential of the visualisations which we developed for
the specific purposes as defined in our pilot cities and encourage to use these creatively in stories,
presentations and infographics.

6.1. Animated maps
Animating data for a fast and neutral interpretation - weather report data
Animated maps are adding an extra visualisation flavour to a visualisation. Adding animation and beatification
can increase the readability and understandability, but can also be used to manipulate and a non-neutral
message. Another element of animation is by adding a flow displaying a third dimension (often the time
dimension). In chapter 7, we will go into more detail on the ethical dimension of visualisations.
A good example of a neutral animated visualisation is the weather forecast. Usually, these visualisations are
considered as not very innovative, but easy to read and understand thanks to very obvious visualisation
conventions.
A high level of weather prediction can be used with icons on a timeline. In the below example, the forecast is
for the whole of a country, for a whole week.

Figure 35: www.meteo.be animated weekly weather forecast - Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium

We all know that predictions are not evenly accurate, hence the accuracy on the left-hand side of the below
image is higher than on the right of this table — the more to the right, the more risk of failure inaccuracy.
Figure 34 makes this clear and translates the model uncertainty in a very clear.
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Figure 36: www.meteo.be animated bi-weekly weather forecast - prediction range
Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium

We make high-level decisions based on available high-level information applicable for policy-making during
the Policy Evaluation phase.
An animated visualization gives more insight into the weather prediction over a more granular amount of
time, providing insight on the weather impact on the local level. Let us think for a moment what and to which
extent we can use this type of visualization?

Figure 37: www.buienradar.be animated shower intensity prediction

Animated maps in PoliVisu
Multiple visualisations in PoliVisu uses the time dimension as a third dimension by adding time selection
functionalities. The traffic modeller, as used in Pilsen, provides a semi-automated function to go forward and
backwards in time by one hour or bigger intervals.
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Figure 38: Pilsen Traffic Model - Planned roadworks time animation

6.2. Storytelling in policy-making using animations
Storytelling using animated graphs
The late Prof. Hans Rosling (°1948, +2017) was a well-known Swedish physician, international academic health
and a rewarded public speaker, known by his compelling presentations, appearances on TED talks and cofounder of the Gapminder Foundation [Rosling, H., Rosling, O., Rönnlund, AR.]. Prof. Rosling used animated
graphs to show the evolution over time as well as to provide new and surprising evidence-based insights,
changing our wrong insights and expectations on global issues like population growth, poverty, education and
health. Starting from aggregations, he splits up the averages into more levels of detail.
In a traditional scatterplot, the time factor is most often represented on the X-axis. Probably the key element
in Rosling’s storytelling magic is that he uses time as a third dimension of animation using the X, Y dimensions
for visualising other data. When animating (playing forward and backward) the time-dimension stories are
told about evolution of major global societal issues as mentioned before.
His preferred research topic is global health; however, his approach can be applied on every research topic
needing to show a variation of occurrences over time.
In this way, Rosling is expert in creating a three-dimensional experience, based on a traditional 2D graph and
the animated time as the third dimension instead of creating a cube.
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Figure 39: Excerpt of Hans Rosling TED-Talks storytelling presentation
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Storytelling in PoliVisu
The PoliVisu consortium researched buying or building a storytelling solution that combines map visualisation
steering combined with storytelling browse functionalities. The idea of combining map browsing and
storytelling turned out to be complex to navigate by a first-time user. Next to that, it became clear that the
use of pre-selected map views combined with other story elements does the job of informing citizens on traffic
safety.
Existing software solutions deliver already most of the requirements and the consortium build a story around
the evolution of traffic accidents in Flanders 38.
The Traffic Accidents story tells about the evolution of accidents in Flanders for the different transport modes.
It focuses on specific black-spots in the cities of Antwerp and Ghent. It also highlights the functionalities and
how the Flanders accident map can be used.

Figure 40: Excerpt of the PoliVisu Flanders traffic accidents story telling

As in so many cases, it is the story that you create that's the most important to make sure that the message
you want to tell is understood well and taken up by your target audience. Defining the target audience and
adapting the story to their knowledge and reference framework is essential. You tell another story to experts,
policymakers, adult citizens or children. The tool itself must be supportive and intuitive to not distract your
audience from the main, in the frame of PoliVisu, policy-related message.

38

https://polivisu.pageflow.io/flanders-accident-map
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6.3. Limitations of visualisation techniques for policy-making
Data availability and data literacy are two key-elements that limit data-related visualisations. The availability
of processed data and visualisation tools (as mentioned in chapter 4.4) also contributes to the lack of useful
visualisations. Two questions arise at this point: what are the main obstacles for public sector organisations
to tackle when using data-driven and evidence-based visualisations (1), and what are the main limitations of
the visualisation techniques (2)?
To answer both questions, the data availability question is the first and most important one to ask. The PoliVisu
data literacy survey on big-data for policy-making gives good insight. This questionnaire launched in April/May
2018 (filled in by more than 120 participants from 24 countries) provides a good representation of the
situation. The 17 interviews with city, provincial and regional officers also provide a qualitative insight.
A first critical element of data literacy discovered was the relative inability to understand the data itself and
in having a vision on the broader meaning, together with the poor organisation and division of competencies
within the entities. It also appears that organisations are focussing on getting basic knowledge of data
involving typologies and sources and that more advanced skills appear are of secondary importance and still
“under construction”. Data is often directly produced by the entities who use them, but the interaction with
third parties who provide additional information is crucial but not always well established. A clear usage of big
data within the policy cycle emerges only from a limited share of actors, with a focus on the formulation of
policy measures. Visualisation of big data for policy-making is, if it is already the case, done by a limited number
of people in the organisation. The same survey made clear that only 15 respondents have followed a (big)dataoriented training. The visualisation was part of 73% (11 out of 15) of training. However, during the interviews,
only a few people mentioned the use of visualisation techniques. Many cities rely on GIS software as the most
important tool for (big)data visualisation.
The interviews provided more interesting insights. The lack of infrastructure, including IoT sensors (Brno, CZ)
and the lack of access to commercial data was often mentioned as a limiting factor in a big data and smart city
context. Difficulties with discovery was another element that limits the use of data, and where progress has
to be made first (Dublin, IE and Tartu, EE). Even in their organisation, it is often not clear what data is available
and where the data is stored. Another limitation is the uncertainty about the data quality and usage potential.
Occupation with day-to-day work and priorities to run city processes also limits the time to invest in longerterm evidence-based decision making (Lisbon, PT & Bacau, RO).
Concerning the management of big data, the emerging picture is that of a transitory situation: most
respondents are developing projects and measures that, in the next months and years, should guarantee them
the possibility to take advantage of big data fully. This impression is given by different elements: first, skills
are currently being strengthened (a respondent from Tartu mentions that a smart city platform is under
construction in collaboration with a telecommunication company); second, changing regulations do not assure
the possibility to use certain typologies of big data (a respondent from Brno mentions issues of privacy, in
relation for example to mobile phones data); third, political support is often missing due to lack of vision (an
issue mentioned by a respondent from Florence who on the contrary depicts the entity as having a wellstructured organisation for working with big data).
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Effective management of big data is dependent on the availability of skilled professionals, whose lack was
mentioned as a problem both by respondents who use and do not use big data. A respondent from Bacau
states that it is necessary to have “qualified staff in interpreting the results and developing strategies tailored
to real needs (…). There are in each institution a few people (IT, marketers, psychologists, sociologists) who
could implement this system, but unfortunately, there are too few. And their abilities are not well-valued in
public institutions”. A respondent from Dublin mentions instead that “data analysts are hard to come by. The
public sector is competing with the likes of Google, which attract talent with higher salaries. It’s difficult to get
skilled people to work on big data”.
Evidence-based (Big) Data visualisation is in this context, often a second-order problem when issues about
data management are solved. The availability of skilled and dedicated people is a second big issue, as
mentioned by the respondent from Dublin. A respondent from Brno notes that until now, their abilities are
limited to geo-visualisation. Still, they foresee an improvement in their abilities since they are starting projects
where data is collected and where it will be managed. A respondent from Tartu mentions the ongoing
cooperation with a telecommunication company, which will bring new expertise to the entity.
City officials who are only occasionally working with big data in a policy context often rely on existing systems
they already know and have, but that isn’t always suitable for large quantities of variable (live) data. Local
databases, spreadsheets and GIS-Systems are not ideal for big data (high volume, high variety and high
velocity.
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7. Ethical dimensions of data and data visualisations
Data ethics is becoming increasingly important in both public policy and the IT community. However, many
still tend to interpret data ethics in a narrow sense, thinking about it primarily as a set of hard-and-fast rules
to be followed. But data ethics is more than anonymising data and protecting personal privacy. An ethical
approach to the use of data will also pay attention to other aspects of the data and how it is used. Also, the
way data is presented and visualised is one of the critical ethical aspects. This chapter will first discuss the
various technical approaches to ethical compliance that stems from regulatory requirements before
considering data ethics through the lens of accuracy and representativeness.

7.1. Data ethics: privacy and security compliance
When viewed from this perspective, data ethics is about access, use and collection of data that conforms to
the legal framework of a given jurisdiction. The aim is to protect individuals from unauthorised access to their
private data and to prevent any inappropriate uses thereof. Individuals are treated not as passive subjects but
rather as rights owners who can access, inspect, update or correct their data at any time.
Regulations such as the GDPR go beyond the overall protection of personal data and require that its use has a
well-defined goal (finality) and that organisations collect only that data which is absolutely necessary to
achieve that goal (proportionality). For example, information collected as part of the subscription process
cannot be used for another purpose (e.g. direct marketing) unless the person gave an explicit consent.
Ensuring privacy and security compliance involves processing personal data in such a way that no sensitive
information can be derived from the collected information. Some techniques that support these efforts
include:

● Data selection (omitting): Leaving out sensitive data that can be used to track or identify individuals.
● Anonymisation: Achieved through encrypting or by removing personally identifiable information from
datasets.
● Pseudonymization: Replacing personally identifiable information with artificial identifiers or
pseudonyms.
● Blurring: Used mainly in the field of image recognition, the technique is used to pixelate or otherwise
redact or darken out the images e.g. CCTV footage.
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7.2. Data ethics: accuracy, provenance and unintended consequences
As mentioned above, data ethics is more than anonymising data and protecting personal privacy. An ethical
approach to the use of data will also pay attention to other aspects of the data and how it is used. For instance:

● Accuracy: Has the data been collected accurately and has it been correctly labelled. For instance, what
if someone with asthma buys a house having checked official data to verify that it is in a low pollution
area, but then it turned out that the sensor was wrongly located and the area is, in fact, heavily
polluted.
● Provenance: It’s not unknown for malevolent actors to insert false information that others, in good
faith, use and broadcast. This is widespread in social media, but it can also happen in seemingly
reliable data collections. For instance, someone planted faked documents in the official UK National
Archive falsely suggesting that British intelligence agents murdered the Nazi Heinrich Himmler in 1945,
and this was used in good faith as the basis of a book [Schneier, B., 2005].
● Facilitation of crime: Unintended uses of the data need to be considered. For instance, in releasing
data about burglaries, governments have to take care to blur the data not for the privacy of the victim
per se but because house-specific data would enable burglars to know from where new computers,
flat screen TVs etc. could be stolen in a few months time after insurance pay-out and purchase of
replacement items.
The visualisation of data, even if it is accurate and reliable, can also raise ethical issues. For example:

● Using correlation to suggest causation: There are many surprising random correlations of different
data, and a visualization can be a powerful suggestion of correlation. For instance, did higher use of
Internet Explorer really lead to higher murder rates? [Diaz, J., 2013]

Figure 41: Internet Explorer vs murder rate

● Failure to visualise the key message: Consider an example from the space industry. The Thiokol
engineer graph [Kevane, M., 2014] that was used to make a decision to launch the space shuttle
Challenger in extremely cold conditions contained correct data on the relationship between
temperature and the type of failure that led to the disaster, but the chart did not make the danger
apparent as it was unreadable.
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Figure 42: The Thiokol chart

Some experts have suggested that an alternative presentation of the data could have saved 7 lives.

Figure 43: An alternative version of the Thiokol chart that may have stopped Challenger's launch
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● Visualisation of only part of the data: While not technically wrong, improper extraction, deliberate
omission or inclusion of only a certain chunk of data is certainly misleading. For instance, this example
shows how only a limited time range can give a different view of the data.

Figure 44: Five days versus three weeks [MSIS, 2019]

● Visualisation choice can affect decisions: Can different ways of showing the same data lead to different
decisions? And can those decisions be about something important, like continuing a clinical trial? A
study published in 1999 [Elting, L., Martin, C., Cantor, S., Rubenstein, E., 1999] & [Kosara, R., 2011],
shows that they can, and the way the data is represented does make a difference. For instance, it was
found that four different visualisations of the same results of fictitious medical clinical trials led to
different recommendations by doctors about whether to continue the trial.

Figure 45: Medical results presented in four different ways lead to different conclusions from doctors

Maps can become even more sensitive when they are politically sensitive and hiding underlying assumptions.
The assumptions can be, especially in a political context, be all or not deliberately made and be manipulative.
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"One map can say more than a thousand words.", is in that perspective a dangerous statement. Mr Frank
Jacobs articulates with his statement: "One map can say more than a thousand words. That is why we should
not believe all they're telling us. See, maps have a problem. They appear neutral, objective, authoritative. But
that is exactly all that they are not. Each map reflects the many choices the cartographer has made, consciously
or not, both in terms of content and form. And so, without us even noticing it, maps can confirm bias, entrench
prejudice and perpetuate injustice." the feeling of many critical people in the internet age where it becomes
more and more challenging to distinguish correct- from misleading reporting.
The picture below (figure 43) by the EU Frontex agency [Frontex, 2019] is a good example of visualising
“underlying assumptions”. The visual can look informative and neutral at first sight for a lot of people. Still,
the layout decisions influence the overall perception.
●
●
●

The arrows are reminiscent of battlefield maps, suggesting that Europe is under attack. This is
aggravated by the use of the colour red, which signals danger;
the size of the arrow – larger than some countries – strengthen the risk perception. This
homogenises a diverse group of people, and inflates the perceived size;
the map suggests a straight route, which is not the case.

The question of how such a sensitive message can be presented more neutral is relevant. Here can the PoliVisu
methodology assist. Returning to the PoliVisu methodology (see chapter 4), the identification of the right
policy element plays a role in the first step. A policy element allows the policymaker and the person in charge
of the visualisation to start from other perspectives than mapping a policy problem. Starting from visualising
a goal, an objective, a strategy, or an action can lead to a different visualisation approach in step 2. In the
Frontex example below, also the visualisation goal plays a significant role in how the visualisation will be built
up. The question if the result of the visualisation will be informative or persuasive is crucial. The title, the
visualisation techniques (use of the arrow size, arrow colour) makes the visualisation neutral or persuasive.

Figure 46: Frontex “Direction of illegal border crossing at the EU’s external borders, 2019” map
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The graph itself does not display other relevant information about the number of migrants with a valid reason
to stay in the EU as refugees, the number of migrants sent back, and the number of migrants that stayed
illegal. Visualising this information would also lead to different interpretations.
The Red and BLue presentation, both derived from the Frontex map both present the same information.
Where the red map visualises the under-attack mode which is geographically spoken not representing the
correct route, and the blue visualisation using sized blue circles to represent migration streams more neutrally.
The following techniques were used and discussed by Frank Jacobs [Jacobs, F., 2020]:
●
●
●

The colour is a more soothing blue rather than the aggressive red;
the map's new title ("These are the routes via which irregular migrants reach the EU") no longer
focuses on the illegal aspect of the entries;
circles replace the military-style arrows.

The approach used to create the blue presentation comes close to the PoliVisu methodology. Reformulating
the title comes close to reformulating the policy and visualisation goal. The use of neutral presentation
techniques corresponds to step 4 in the PoliVisu policy visualisation methodology.

Figure 47: Aggressive versus more neutral symbolism [Jacobs, F., 2020]
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7.3. Ethical considerations during the PoliVisu project
Visualising traffic is more neutral than visualising irregular migration streams, as mentioned above.
Nevertheless, also in the mobility and smart city field, the consortium has used several techniques to guard
an as neutral presentation as possible.
The PoliVisu visualisation approach has some checks to avoid visualisation approaches, as discussed above:
A first starting point is the used methodology, as described in chapter 4.
The methodology is a first high-level starting point to an ethical approach. As mentioned in chapter 7.2,
identifying the policy element (a problem, goal, objective, strategy or action) is the starting point. At first sight,
a policy element is mostly described as a “policy problem”. Underlying the problem is there often a goal or an
objective we want to reach. Sometimes this goal or objective is even quantified. Also, a strategy or action can
be considered as a starting point of a policy. Defining something as a problem, leads in many cases to coloured
“negative message-oriented” visualisation.
Defining the visualisation goal based on the selected policy element is a second step to assure an ethical
approach. The main question is about what we will display. Is displaying the influx of irregular migration a fair
representation? Do we also need to display the outflow or the number of migrants that have been recognised
as a political refugee? Also, the question about what kind of information will be used is an ethical
consideration. This is especially the case when the data sources are not correct or not providing the full picture.
The use of floating car data, which rarely represents more than 20% of the total traffic volume, is widely
considered as the best source to visualise traffic volumes and congestion levels. Combining that 20% with
other data like road capacity makes that this dataset can be considered as reliable and the best data source
available.
This floating car data example leads us to the item of data analytics. The Ghent student case is an excellent
example of getting the data that can help to identify students. A first attempt was based on the locations
where dorm students live by combining existing data-sources and on-street data collection. To get an idea of
the student displacements itself, using anonymized mobile phone data turns out to be a better solution. The
Flanders traffic accidents map raised ethical questions about using data that is incomplete, but providing a
partial picture of traffic safety and publishing nothing at all. The accident map states the partial
incompleteness of the data and investments were done to improve quality as much as possible. Overall the
existing accident map has social value and gives the best possible view on the terrain situation.
Protecting privacy and data anonymisation are two other data related aspects with an ethical dimension.
Both are extensively covered in PoliVisu deliverable D4.739. Based on the report it became clear that: “The way
data is protected, is mostly a process that takes place under the bonnet. The lack of transparency is one of the
aspects why people have questions and often doubts about the protection of their privacy. The way data is
visualised is considered as ‘the window’ on the anonymisation process. Even the fact that in most cases there
is an important difference between what is stored in the database and what is visualised. The visualisation
itself is crucial to create trust. Because the difference between what can be viewed and what is stored it is
recommended to be transparent about what is stored in the database and what anonymisation techniques
were used so that they could be subjected to external expert reviews. There is presumably no direct relation
between the amount of personal information used and the sensitivity of the visualisation. The use of ANPR
origin/destination matrix data in the visualisation of a traffic model is very indirect and not considered as a
visualisation that affects your privacy. The same is also true for the floating car data you use in your car. The
39

https://www.polivisu.eu/public-deliverables
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student case in Ghent comes much closer to personal privacy. How do they know who a student is? How were
they able to track me as a student in Ghent? Providing extra data about the used methodology as Ghent did
is absolutely vital from a thrust perspective. From a democratic perspective; we must be cautious in what kind
of data we use. Locating students with their smartphones sounds right in the Ghent case, but can be used for
dangerous and undemocratic purposes like preventing student protest.”
As discussed in chapter 7.2, the visualisation techniques also clearly matter. A general, and also important
rule in many data visualisation and big data courses, like the one from [Klerkx, J., Duval, E., 2015] advocates
limiting the visualisation to the essentials. Leaving out unessential content usually gives less room for
misinterpretation and colouring. The PoliVisu methodology and discussion amongst partners about what
would be visualised how (steps 1 to 4 of the visualisation methodology) turned out to be an excellent approach
to avoid misinterpretation. A returning element during the discussion was avoiding a coloured message using
a non-neutral tone (by presenting the visualisation-message too negatively or positively).
The used visualisation techniques are discussed in chapter 5. To summarise, the PoliVisu consortium has
avoided the use of explicit colours in one direction (for example using solely red or green tones), avoided line
and used point sizes that fit the size of the rest of the map. By avoiding battlefield-like arrows, using
unnecessary info-graphic-like backgrounds and the use of neutral explanatory legends, PoliVisu managed to
build neutral and easy to interpret visualisations consistently.
Also, the use of the WebGLayer tool in many of the PoliVisu visualisations allowing users to make selections
on their own and play with the data helped to provide an ethical and neutral message to policymakers and
the public.
It is crystal clear that visualising data is not an easy thing. Many modern tools give the impression that
visualising data, also related to policy-making, is a simple thing that can be done quickly and easily. There is
nothing wrong with the use of such tools; however, the work saved by using such tools should be invested in
the content and presentation of the visualisation itself. Visualisation is above all communication, in which how
the message is or can be interpreted is a crucial element of the thinking process.
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8. Conclusion
This white paper about Visualisation Techniques for Policy-Making congregates many of the lessons learned
and the experiences throughout the PoliVisu project. This paper will provide insight into how evidence-based
visualisations are linked to the policy-making process steps, on how a stepwise methodological approach can
lead to better evidence-based visualisation results and how we can provide better insights. All those steps
influence the outcome of the visualisation and must lead to a visualisation outcome that gives insight, is
compelling, is neutral and is ethically correct.
PoliVisu followed an iterative approach where starting from the policy process and study of the pilot's cities
policy-related desires and goals by linking the policy cycle, the policy elements (problem, goal, objective,
strategy, action) and the visualisations. The methodology, as described in chapter 4 is the outcome of this
process.
The polivisu visualisation methodology goes beyond the “how to visualise” question by starting from the socalled policy elements, which force the user to think about the policy question in the first place. By placing the
policy-oriented and data-oriented steps first, before selecting the visualisation techniques, a more
comprehensive policy oriented and data-oriented approach instead of a visualisation-oriented approach is
encouraged. The applicative questions about what will be used to visualise are deliberately shifted to the
second part of the methodology to not influence the first part of the visualisation methodology.
To summarize, the PoliVisu Visualisation methodology value lies in the ability to drive the involved
policymakers, data scientists and everyone involved in the co-creation process through a structured thinking
process. A well-defined and elaborated starting point, a clear visualisation goal, a method to elaborate what
visualisation is possible given the data available to realise a visualisation targeted to an audience of
policymakers, decision-makers and the public is needed. Additional functionalities and visualisation tools can
play an important role to allow users to use the visualisation optimally.
PoliVisu created more than a dozen best practice examples where the methodology has been applied in six
pilots covering a wide range of mobility and smart city-related subjects. Those subjects are related to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Urban traffic flows and movement;
people movements and stay;
traffic movement patterns;
traffic flow management;
impact of speed measures;
impact of (temporary) road restrictions;
traffic measures predictions and impact.

The PoliVisu visualisations covers each of the policy cycle phases (design, implementation and evaluation).
The policy cycle is further divided into ten sub-steps. Some of the visualisations are targeting one or only a
few of those sub-steps. This is especially the case for these visualisations used for problem setting and policy
formulation. The Pilsen traffic model, including traffic modelling and prediction, almost covers the entire
policy cycle. The same is the case for the Flanders/Mechelen school street dashboard that thanks to its préand post-implementation data is useful during the policy design, implementation and evaluation phase.
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Almost each visualisation was discussed between the PoliVisu partners with the methodology as a guideline.
The used visualisation techniques, which influence the overall design, and understandability and usability was
part of the discussion. The use of a less-is-more approach turned out to be very successful.
One more general conclusion is that design and usability flaws are often confused with a lack of data literacy
of the consumer.
Most of the PoliVisu mobility and smart-city related visualisations visualises more than the usual two
dimensions. Most of the visualisations combine location and time-related data with a third dimension, for
example, traffic intensity. The visualisation of this geo-time-series data demands in many cases for adding
extra dimensions to the visualisation. Three techniques turned out to be very useful.
The most straightforward technique is adding a time simulation functionality. By running through time, you
can immediately see the differences, for example, the traffic evolution during the day. A second technique is
to allow smart selections where the user can decide themselves what data he wants to filter by time, location
or other data fields. The accident map in Flanders and Pilsen are good examples of this approach. A third
technique is storytelling. Storytelling allows to provide more background and allows combining evidencebased data-oriented visualisations with case studies. Storytelling is a very powerful technique, but can also
colour the interpretation or even manipulate conclusions.
The latter is not only the case for storytelling alone but also a stand-alone visualisation, can be not neutral as
the Frontex illegal border crossing map makes clear. The PoliVisu methodology together with open discussions
and co-creating visualisations contributes to neutral evidence-based policy related visualisations. The ethical
dimension goes beyond using well anonymised or irreversible pseudonymised data protecting people's
privacy. Providing better insight into what data has been used is an essential step in the right direction.
To rephrase Mr [Jacobs, F., 2020] straightforward and probably too generic statement:

"One map can say more than a thousand words. That's why we shouldn't believe all they're telling us.
See, maps have a problem. They appear neutral, objective, authoritative. But that's exactly all that
they're not. Each map reflects the many choices the cartographer has made, consciously or not, both in
terms of content and form. And so, without us even noticing it, maps can confirm bias, entrench prejudice
and perpetuate injustice."

The ambition of PoliVisu is to prove that it is possible and also a duty to make (more) neutral, objective and
authoritative policy-related visualisations. When the people involved are more cautious and aware of the
message, a visualisation (can) give(s). beïng aware of the effect of the visualisations you create must become
part of any data-literacy education.
In that respect, as mentioned in chapter 7, "It is crystal clear that visualising data is not an easy thing. Many
modern tools give the impression that visualising data, also related to policy-making, is a simple thing that can
be done quickly and easily. There is nothing wrong with the use of such tools; however, the work saved by
using such tools should be invested in the content and presentation of the visualisation itself. Visualisation is
above all communication, in which how the message is or can be interpreted is a crucial element of the
thinking process."
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In that respect it is PoliVisu’s ambition to show that many of the existing data portals are missing the link
between data, its use for policy-making and visualisation of the policy opportunities (open) government data
can offer. PoliVisu also believes that the success of open data depends on active external participation to use
published data [Attard. J., Orlandi, F., Auer, S. 2015]. Aso based on the findings of the Open Transport NET CIP
project40 it is clear that an important portion of open data users may be non-technical users who want to
analyse trends over time to understand longitudinal changes but cannot perform required tasks due to a lack
of expertise. Recent studies have rightly pointed out lacking capabilities of the supply-side open data platforms
for supporting non-technical users [Chatfield, A.T., Reddick, C.G., 2017] as well as lacking best practices for
using the data [Bertot, J.C., Butler, B.S., Travis, D. M., 2014]. PoliVisu’s open and big transport data-based
visualisation solutions showed the way how data can be used as a source for information and knowledge for
policy-making.
This white paper provides you with new insights in using policy-related visualisations you can integrate into
your policy reports. The PoliVisu consortium is confident that using the methodology together with an open
co-creative discussion about the used visualisation will not only professionalise the policy documents itself
but also will increase the credibility of the proposed policies and the acceptance by those who are affected by
the decisions taken.

40

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/620533
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10. Annex 1: PoliVisu visualisations overview
This annexe provides an overview table of the policy elements, visualisation goals, data field description and
visualisation characteristics of each visualisation developed, or extensively used and scrutinised during the
PoliVisu project.
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Pilot

Visualisation

Policy Element (step 1)

Visualisation Goal (step 2)

Description of main data fields
(step 3)

Issy-les-Moulineaux - Delay Due to Traffic
Mobility dashboard Map for Issy Issy-Les(fig 5 - 9)
Moulineaux &
surroundings

Policy Goal: Getting
better insights and
reduce congestion

Show how much time a traveller
loses on road segments in Issy
compared to the ideal situation
(no traffic) for specific periods and
timings.
Show current/actual “Time lost”
per road segment.

Issy-les-Moulineaux Mobility dashboard Free flow speed
distribution
(fig 9)

Traffic Blackspot
overview for Issy-LesMoulineaux &
surroundings

Policy Goal: Getting
better insights- and
reduce congestion

Visualising a list of road segments Line data set of wasted time for road Matrix table
ordered by “Total time lost over a segments
workweek” for a specific week.
- Location (road segment geometry)
- Lost time "average of extra time
spent vs. time without traffic"
(quantitative)
- Time window

Pilsen - Traffic level
line map
(fig 10 - 11)

Traffic Volume &
intensity map for
Pilsen

Policy problem
identification and agenda
setting via traffic data
analysis
Evaluation of past policy
measures

Explore and investigate traffic
volume on road segments in time
and space to discover patterns,
correlations and extremities using
aggregated data

Line data set of traffic volume for
road segments
- Location (road segment geometry)
- Traffic volume provided by street
detectors (quantitative)
- Road segment capacity
(quantitative)
- Direction of traffic on segments
(geometry - angle)
- Temporal dimensions (quantitative)

Flow line map
Colour (for traffic
volume)

Policy Goal: Reduce
Congestion

Show actual, historical traffic
volume for each road segment

Line data set of traffic volume for
road segments
- Location (road segment geometry)
- Traffic volume (quantitative)
- Date "past, current, future"
(ordinal)
- Time of the day

Choropleth line map
Text and position
(calendar widget)
Text and position
(hour slider widget)

Pilsen - Live and
historic traffic
(fig 12)

Live and Historic
Traffic Volume Map
for Pilsen
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segments
- Location (road segment geometry)
- Lost time "average of extra time
spent vs. time without traffic"
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Techniques (step 4)
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Dashboard containing:
- Flow line map
- Colour (for lost time)
- Speed distribution
map
- Bar chart

Bar chart, text position
(calendar widget) for
temporal dimensions
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Pilsen - traffic
comparison
(fig 13)

Traffic Volume Delta
Map for Pilsen

Policy Goal: Reduce
Congestion

Compare the increase/decrease in
traffic volume between two
moments in time by allowing an
expert to select those moments
using either measured data from
the past or predicted data (model)

Line data set of traffic volume for
road segments
- Location (road segment geometry)
- Increase/decrease in traffic volume
(quantitative)
- Traffic volume (quantitative)
- Relation of traffic volume to road
segment capacity (quantitative)
- Moment in time (ordinal)

Flow line map
Colour (for
increase/decrease)
Line width (for traffic
volume)
Line pattern (for
relation)
Text and position (in
form of calendar
widget) will be used to
select the time
between which the
traffic status will be
compared

Gent - student
displacements
(fig 14)

Mobile
telecommunication
data visualisation in
Ghent

Problem setting: Getting
insights in student
displacements

Display on a map the areas with
the highest number of students
and impact in Ghent

Processed data anonymized on a
choropleth map - source data used:
time and location of a selected
mobile phone (pseudonymized)

Polygon choropleth
map

Solva region regional traffic
behaviour
(fig 15-18)

Visualisation of origin - Policy Goal: Getting
destination patterns
insight in the regional
on a regional scale
mobility streams

Display the displacement patters
(by car) in the South Easter
Flanders region

Floating car data (processed) - Based
on the minimal set of raw data:
- Location
- Time
- Vehicle ID

Dashboard including
several visualisation
techniques

Flanders - traffic
accident map
(fig 19, 21)

Traffic Accident
Heatmap for Flanders

Problem Setting: Identify
accident black spots

Show locations where accidents
happened in Flanders in the last 5
years. For the accidents show
information relevant to find black
spots due to the infrastructure

Point data set of traffic incidents
Point Heatmap
- Location
- Time and date
- Weather, road and traffic conditions
- Modes of transport
- Consequence for people involved

Pilsen - traffic
accident map
(fig 20)

Traffic Accident
Heatmap for Flanders

Problem Setting: Identify
accident black spots

Show locations where accidents
happened in Flanders in the last 5
years. For the accidents show
information relevant to find black
spots due to the infrastructure

Point data set of traffic incidents
Point Heatmap
- Location
- Time and date
- Weather, road and traffic conditions
- Modes of transport
- Consequence for people involved
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Issy-les-Moulineaux - Optimal route
Problem setting: Finding
Route optimisation calculation (My Anatol optimal routes from a
(fig 22)
app)
societal perspective

Route planner adapted to the best Processed floating car data + local
route for the driver and the
city data like road closure data
neighbourhood

Police zone
Voorkempen Average speed
control
(fig 24)

Average speed control Problem setting:
driving behaviour
Evaluating the impact of
impact dashboard
Average speed control
enforcement

Visualising the long-term impact
of average speed control zones on
speed, fines and even traffic
safety (accidents)

Pseudonymized ANPR Average speed Dashboard (multiple
control data
visualisations)
- Camera location
- Time
- Speed

Mechelen/Flanders Schoolstreet
dashboard
(fig 25-30)

Evaluation Report:
Impact of the policy to
introduce
schoolstreets in
Mechelen

Pre- and postmeasurement of a
schoolstreet
implementation measure

Visualising the long-term impact
of the implementation of a school
street by measuring the period
before the implementation and
after the implementation in the
schoolstreet itself and the
surrounding neighbourhood

Telraam counting device data
- Nr. of pedestrians, cyclists, cars, big
vehicles
- Time (totals per hour)
Weather conditions (dry, rain, snow)

Pilsen - planned
roadworks impact
(fig 31-33)

Planned Roadworks
Map for Pilsen

Policy Goal: Reduce
roadworks impact on
increase of congestion

Inform the citizens about the time Point/Line data set of roadworks
schedules for planned roadworks - Location (X, Y)
in the city
- Location description (nominal)
- Planned start date
- Planned end date
- Type (nominal)
- Impact on traffic (nominal)
- Direction of the road (nominal)
- Description (nominal)

Point map (location,
icon for impact)
Text and position
(calendar widget)
Text and position
(hour slider widget)
Text for description
(list of roadworks)
Text for more details
of individual
roadworks (clicking
icons on the map)

Czechia - Covid-19
infections (fi 34)

Covid-19 infections

Problem setting: Insight
in the amount and
evolution of Covid-19
infections in the Czech
regions

Interactive map to get detailed
daily insights on the infection
evolution in the Czech regions

Area map
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- Age, Gender, country of infection
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Mobile app and
mobility map

Schoolstreet
dashboard
- One selected period
- Comparison between
two periods

